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CELEBRATION OF
4TH IN PHILLIPS

a verdict of $94.78 and interest for
Tibbetts.
J . Blaine Morrison
for
plaintiff and E. E. Richards for de
fendant.
Tihe action was to recover
payment for supplies, plumbing, etc.,
for Mr. Harrison’s cottage at Ran
Two Classes, 2.25 and 2.50, to be geley.
The defendant claimed that
the
work
was not satisfactory
and
Trotted Saturday July 3rd
that the charges were outrageous.
the Day
In the case of C. W. Barrett of
Rangeley against D. M. Marshall of
Oakland and Charles Stone of Rome,
There wUl be a celebration in' Phil
a default was entered.
This was
lips this year.
The North Frank
an action brought to recover
pay
lin Agricultural Society will hold a
for certain boats furnished by Bar
horse trot at Toothaker Park in the '
rett to the defendants.
J. Blaine
afternoon.
Two classes will
be
Morrison appeared for the plaintiffs.
trotted, the 2.25 and 2.50,
with a
The action of C. H. McKenzie Co.
purse of $109.00 in each.
vs. A. L. Savage
and
Rangeley
It is understood that there
will
Trust Co. and Berlin Mills Co. trs.
bo entertainment in the forenoon in
was discontinued as to the ^Rangethe streets, consisting of sports and
Iey Trust Co.
musi&.by the band.
George L. Lakin and Frank ITarnThe celebration will be held on j
den served on the jury.
Saturday, July 3.
Th.e following were among
the
divorces granted at the May term
of the Supreme Court at Farmington:
Arthur B. Stevens
of Kingfield'
•from Flora B. Stevens of Eimbden;
i statutory offense.
Custody of minor
In the case of Melvin D. Tibbetts j child given to father.
Sarah E. Freeze of Rangeley from
of Rangeley against Duncan B. Har
rison of New York, the jury rendered
(Continued on page eight.)

CASES AT
SUPREME COURT

HOTEL B L A N C H A R D
STRATTON MAINE

PLEASANT ISLAND CA M P S
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
Iff the center of the b ish and Game j for June, October and November.
Section. \\ rite for booklet.
; Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER. Prop.,
STRATTON M A I N E .
E. H . G R O S E . Prop, j peasant Island,
- Maine
p One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
ie best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room,
k For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. E. F. COBURN,
LAKEW OOD

CAM PS,

M i d d l e d a m , M a in e

The Place W here You Can A lw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

POND CAM PS

T IM

Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

.

JU L IA N K . V IL E S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

E d . G r a n t 's K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
andother information, write
ED. G R A N T (SI S O N C O . ,
P. O. A d d re s s , G ra n t’s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

MEMORIAL DAY
CONFERENCE•
AT PHILLIPS
I N PHILLIPS

Rev. H. P. Wood in, President
of the State Conference
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2

All Help the Veterans to Make the Session of Congregational Churches
9.00 a. m., Devotional Service
9.15 *
A General Discussion on
Day a Success.
of Franklin County.
Sunday School Work, led by
Rev. W. H. Painter
Memorial Day* which was observ
The seventy-sixth annual meeting
10.30
Address on State
Work,
ed last Monday, May 31, if not the of the Franklin County association j
Problems and Needs, by Rev.
greatest, is the nation’s
tenderest of Congregational churches was held j
H. P. Woodin
and finest holiday.
Around Memor with the church in Phillips this week
Discussion
ial Day cluster, tender associations, June 1 and 2, with a very good at
DINNER
pro
loyal devotion and a spirit of fidel tendance, when the following
1.30 p. in., Devotional Service- Bus
ity to principle and to comrades. The gram. was carried out:
iness
citizen of America is the loser when
2.00
A General Discussion on
lm fails to ignore the observance of
TUESDAY, JUNE 1
“ Your Church in Yc.ur Vil
the day, and the nation will be the
lage,” led by Rev. M.
S.
poorer in a pure and patriotic sense
3.00 p. m., Devotional Service. Bus
Hutchins
when the last Grand Army veteran
iness
2.45
Address, “ An
Intelligent
is gone.
3.30
A General Discussion on
Faith,” Rev. William B. TutThe Memorial Day program
in
‘‘The \Midweek Meeting,” led
thill, Portland
Phillips was carried out just
as
by Rev. R. H. Clapp
3.30
The Association
Serpion,
planned with absolutely perfect wea
6.30
A “ Getting Acquainted Sup
Rev. R. H. Clapp
ther.
By the kindness of the citi
per” in the vestry
The Sacrament of the Lord’s
zens who owned automobiles,
con
8.00
Praise Service.
Address by
(Continued on page five.)
veyance was furnished for all of the
soldiers which was very much' ap
preciated by them.
The old soldiers who were present
this year were:
Messrs. Wffi, Leav
HOTEL TW ITCH ELL, IN ANDOVER, Oxford County, Maine,
itt, S. W. Parlin, N. E. Gould, Mr.
Ingham, Judge James Morrison, L. together with all of the furniture and equipment necessary to operate the hotel
and in such a condition that it can be opened for business within forty-eight
G. Voter, J. M. Teague, W. H. Babb, hours after possession is taken.
Eben Rowe, Geo. Huntoon, Will True,
This hotel is situated.in the beautiful village of Andover, is located on a
John Cushman, W in. Cot'liren,
A1 good auto road twelve miles from the South Arm f Rangeley Lakes, three
miles from Sliver Lake, formerly known as Roxbury Pond, where there is ex
Perry, Nat Nile, Dexter Lamb.
cellent white perch fishing also some trout and salmon, in the very center of
No exercises were held in the some of the best trout brooks in the state of Maine. Elegant auto drives in all
cemetery this year with the excep directions. The grounds contain one acre on which the hotel stands. Good
tion of music by the band and the auto garage with gasoline tank and a large new livery stable. Ice house now
full of first quality ice. Modern steam heating plant only used two years,
prayer* by Rev. H. A. Childs of Ran plumbed, and connected with Andover's water system fed from mountain
springs. House is four stories and has accommodations for seventy-five guests.
geley.
At the noon hour a fine
dinner Tennis court and croquet grounds. Nine miles from ‘the Frye station of
the Maine Central Railroad, sixteen miles from the station at Rumford. All in
of baked beans, etc., was served to all one of the most pleasant locations of any inland hotel to be found in the
the Members of the Grand
Army, country. The same will be sold and possession delivered at orce. Write for
their wives and the widows of sold booklet.
iers, and 38 sat at tlie tables.
At
SPAULDING BISBEE, Agent,
Rumford, Maine.
each plate was a boutonniere
of
May 22, 1915.
violets for the veterans, and these
were contribute^ by tlie kindness
and thoughtfulness of Mrs.
Harry
Dunham.
The committee having the
dinner in charge were Mrs. M. S.
Kelley, Mrs. N. E. -^Vells and Miss
G. V. Wilbur.
The exercises at the hall
were
most entertaining.
The address by
Rev. M. S. Hutchins one of the best,
and the attendance one of the Larg
est for some years, and a pleasant
fact is that the audience remained un
til the last number w'as finished,
which has not always been the case
in past vears.
It seemed this year that everyone
was more anxious to show the honor
and esteem they felt for the old
soldiers than ever before, as was
well evidenced by the attendance.
A well arranged program was car
ried out.
Miss Hazel Webber gave

HOTEL FOR SALE

BALD

M O U N T A IN

C A M P S B*»<»

I

BalcOMountain Cam ps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm efuntic Lake. Near the best fishing: grounds. First class steam boat connections— A uto
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS E L L IS . Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain.. Maine

Xj
jjg
tja
:?

! Mountain View House
Mountain View, Maine
For further particulars write or address

L. E. B O W L E Y ,

Mountain View,
SPEND

.

.

.

Maine.

H EALD POND CAM PS

YOUR

SUMMER VACATION
INTHE

RANGELEY L A K E O R D E A D RIVER REGION IN

MAINE
This territory is easy o f access b ein g reached in ONE D A Y
fom Boston. The sum m er clim ate is delightful, the nights are
al*ays cpol, the air clear and b ra cin g , the accom m odations at the
^ious resorts are up-to-date, th e scenery is grand, and there is
lIle trout and salmon fishing, g o lf, tennis and good roads for
storing.
The SANDY R IV E R & R A N G E L E Y L A K E S R A IL R O A D
•iue a fine Guide Book w h ich contains an accurate map o f this
Country. Address
BEAL,

General M a n ager,

Phillips,

M aine.

(Continued on page four.)
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found in fish markets in the West
Rangeley to South Rangeley, not
End of Boston.
Lake Erie is the
with, a rough s,ea and a high,
Shoot the
most prolific area for German carp
but the deck covered with ice '
Model 27
in the world.
Thousands of tons
it was but 28 degrees above '
are taken, there every year.
Two
when they left the wharf. “This ¿2
Repeating Rifle
thousand boats and millions of nets
spell is a sure sign warm days
i, .25 Rim-Fire, eight shots, 24-inch
and other gear are used.
Tw o fe Captain Hamblin Says Lake the coming,” remarked one of the trm
__ all game smaller than
1
round barrel, $13.15; octagon
deer. Uses c a r t r id g e s of sur
males- are good, it is said, for 400,ful guides.
Roughest for 14 Years.
prising accuracy up to 200 yards ;
000 eggs and 95 per cent in natural
powerful and reliable; and cheap because
Mr. and Mrs. B. p. Judd of B«s. I
im-fire. ,2 5 - 2 0 and .3 2 - 2 0 use regular
waters, will grow to maturity.
As
and high velocity cartridges. Powerful enough
tol, Conn, find this a restful ^ j
for deer; excellent for target work, foxes, geese,
(Special Correspondence.)
is well known, their flesh is rather
woodchucks, etc.; safe for settled districts.
while waiting for the weather
Mountain View House,
Rangeley
course,
isno
good
in
warm
weather,
Y ou will like the quick, smooth-working "pump-action;” the
(eilumge.
wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modern solid-top
this
and is cne of the cheapest of fish Lake, May 28.-—The rain of
and side ejector lo r rapid, accurate firing, increased safety and
A party are .expected to-day fof
food.
We have seen them in large week as well as the days of s u n 
convenience, it has take-down construction and Ivory Bead front sight;
“ Don't Worry Camp,” to remain ^
these cost extra on other rifles.
schorls disporting themselves, churn shine brought luck for the fishermen
til the arrival of the Fronefield p™.
Send 3 stamps postage for
ing the water like a parcel of school and there have been many coming
1 28 page catalog of all
of Moylan, Penn., the middle J
Marlin rifles and shot
boys playing water polo, high jump and going, and by another week sev
33 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.
guns.
June and the last two camps will
ing or leap-frog.
This 46-pounder eral of the camps will be taken and
taken the first of the week.
had a tail-fin which spread 12 inches the Mountain View family returning
It is hoped summer days will 1^
too powerful fer any rod to hold, and to their summer home.
summer weather, for life out of fo*
trout are ‘par excellence,’ but a wellcapable of towiing a good sized schoon
Camp Kemankeag op the lake shore is the life to live in this corner 0<
cooked sucker ha® many a time,
er (beer?) all over the Jake. Such, is now open and the following party Maine.
(no doubt) saved more than one un
a thing actually happened in this who came by automobile are spend
lucky fisherman from near starvation
same lake. The angler’s tackle held ing the week there: Messrs. Rob
if not from an ignominious, painful
and the big fish made frantic rushes ert Lincoln, M. P. Cape«, G. A. Tow
and untimely death,.
They are often
to free hijmself, towing the boat for er and W. I). Adams, who plan to
Bear's Meat on the Bill of Fare caught with, a wire slip-noose, but
several minutes.
Nevertheless, the return via White Mountains, which
the one of which we write took the
fact
remains
that
a succulent suck in summer time is a very popular
at the Bow
worm just like any other fish, and
er, securely segregated, scientifically route for the tourists who come by
gave our fly rod (which we happen
reasoned and sizzling hot. is some auto.
ed to be using) a beautiful hump in
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Question of Time When the Trout
solid solace as tiny hungry
angler
The little church at Oquossoc “ Our
There is another suck
Oxbow, May 24.—Gentle reader, the back.
might call if in case cf dire need.
Lady of the Lakes” was opened for
Fishing Will Become a Thing
have you ever caught a sucker? Not er-fish, the German carp, which some
Stream fishing hereabouts
has the summer this week.
Rev. Fr. T.
the two legged kind that preys on times grows to weigh, 100 pounds and
of the Past.
been likely. Your scribe took 20 seven J. McLaughlin of Farmington,
who
mankind, but the funny finny kind, has a snout three or four inches long;
and
eight-inch
brook
trout
last
week,
has
charge
of
this
mission
was
here
whiiicih inhabits meadoiw brooks and it is sometimes called the fish-hog
The officiate of the State
They love plants, and a young lad Landed a two and a and celebrated Mass Tuesday morn
ditches and some pends, and which for that reason.
half pounder close up to the edge of a ing, and expects next week to an rnent of fish and game are much ex
roots
and
vegetables
and
do
not
trou
have no proiper jaws, like a regular,
nounce the time of the regular ser ercised over the continued acts of
Such a fish,, weighr little 7 by 9 deep hole.
self-respecting fish.
Let me
tell ble other fish.
vandalism and lawlesnesson the part
vices
during the sumimer season.
Reports
from
the
lakes
up
river,
you that they are entitled to your ing 46 pounds was killed with a longof
men who ought to know betteshow
plenty
of
good
luck.
The
There
have
been
well-known
people
handled
shovel
in
the
outlet
of
a
highest esteem; they are not to be
m catching trout that are under
despised nor cast aside, neither small lake in the town of Wakefield, Portland party just returned to our here this week, diaries A. Schieren,
The liepartfflat
should they be called
“ uncommon Mass. W e bought two slices of him; home camp at the Bow, say they had Jr., of Brooklyn, who for many years length, six inches.
and
also
the
fish
and
game societ
all
the
success
any
reasonable
ang
accompanied
his
parents,
the
late
Exit
resembled
beef
steak
in
the
raw,
nor unclean.’’
Just now, out of
looked ler could conscientiously ask or ex Mayor Schieren and wife who spent ies a,re doing a good deal toward
cold water, they are both
useful and when fried with bacon
stocking the ponds and streams
and toothsome, as we well
know, not unlike salmon, with texture and pect. They took over 200 large trout the summers at Mt. View and are
small trout which if left to fli®.
and
cne
salmon.
The
weather
was
missed
but
not
forgotten
by
a
host
flavor
like
sword
fish.
Seven
mil
having landed a big one lately and
Mr. Bebieren came Ise^ves w:i’; ®rC:W *Q fwo years or#
had it fried in the same pan
with lion pounds of carp were sold in New fine, with cool nights but warmer of old friends.
But some of
in his Fiat 55 horse power limous to be of legal length.
Jewish days.
three succulent brook-trout. It’s flesh York lately in one year.
Indications point to the usual re- ine with New York license No. 47,- the sports are so hungry f<jr
was white, juicy and firm. Of course people are fend of them and may be
markable catch in Lake MiMmagas- i 506 from his liome in 20 hours, a run that they go out and begin to
sett fer the rest of May and the Jof 507 7-10 miles to the piazza of the stream® and land fir.gerlin® or
The best box trap on the
month of June. Trout caught so far this hotel, and is accompanied
by anything in the shape of fish flat
market to day.
run Large, frettn 2 pounds to 5% lbs., two friends, J. R. Vandyck and Rear they can induce to locate their hooks.

GET A GOOD FISH
IN “ DOOR Y A R o ”

M arlin

2üar/¿n firearm s Co.,

SUCKERS MAKE
GOOD EATING

FEW WHO DO NOT

KNOW THE LAI

J

’EM

A L IV E

AND

MAKE

MORE

MONEY

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B O X W , O a K P A R K , ILL.

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are coming this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bureau tells you where - to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips, - Maine

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

Young
w om en
g o in g
to
B oston to w o r k
or stu d y ,
a n y la d y g o in g t o Boston fo r
p le a s u re or on a shopping
t r ip w i t h o u t m a ls escort w ill
fin d th e

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h t f u l p la c e to s to p . A
H o m e - H o te l In th e h e a rt, of
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 ro o m s , s a fe , co m 
fo r t a b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s r e a s o n a b le .
Fo r p a r
t ic u la r s a n d prices address

M iss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

TAXIDERMISTS

¡g SO fi? eg M U

G A T G tt

G. W. PICKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sportinjr Goods, Fishing
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.^^j

*>

Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait.
All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.

and there seems to be plenty of AdmLral Reynold T. Hall, United !T1]€,re are few 11,0(11 w<ho ever go feb
States Navy, detailed on inspection
'%bo do not know’ the trout in,
them not far from the camp.
Two unfortunate accidents happen duty with the Bureau of Engineers ^ n<* ye^ within a short time past
Warden Cushman in this eky tte
ed to one sportsman, Mr. H. D. Kel- and stationed at Philadelphia. The
logg of Philadelphia, who was upset party have for guides, Charles Ham captured three men with more or
less little trout in their poseeajoc.
in boiling, rapid water, the
canoe den, Frank Porter and WiLmont Pat
He got one man, a college profe
terson,
and
are
greatly
enjoying
trips
falling on top of him.
The sfwift
current toeit all bands in shore and to the different places, but as yet sor from outside the State, who hid
119 of them with bim, little MU¡1
with prompt assistance they
Were have not caught any fish over three
fish too small to ©at or to do sej
pounds
weight.
rescued none the worse for a cool
thing with except to count up ¡s t
bath and were made as comfortable
Tuesday the following well-known
grand total of his catch.
j
as possible.
Ill luck followed Mr. Augusta people came in their auto
It
is
estimated
that
upwards
of
Kellogg in calmp; be cut Ills foot on mobile, a 1915 Packard six,
Hon.
a raucous dull razor whiiich caused and Mrs. F. G. Kinsman, Col. and 109,000 fingerling trout have bees
him considerable
discomfort, but Mrs. L. L. Cooper and Mrs. S. O. put into the water within the per,
prompt application of ozone, a clean Stenson, who left for home yester year or two in this vicinity. Ti*
rag, and a dash of Cologne water, day.
The Colonel thought he would are enough to ensure good Mia?
removed all danger of gangrene, and take Ills wife out for a little fishing fer some time to come if peopk
relieved th whole party of any mis Wednesday afternoon and as they would only let them alone until fe
givings as to the final result. How were rowing around here in “ the grow large enough to be cangfci
ever, Mr. Kellogg expressed his en door yard,” only a short
distance properly.
The members of the fish «d
tire satisfaction with the trip as did from the wharf, Mrs. Cooper struck
the whole party.
a gamy salmon, which gave
them game association as well as the of
in ficials of the State department u*
Fishing in this lane will be first- great sport before he was safe
much exercised over this ooctimaJ
the
net,
a
5-pcund
silver
beauty.
class from now on till very hot
Messrs. M. B. Damon and F. J. violation of the law which they cltst
weather, and flies drive the fisher
men to drink.
The party took out Nichols, the Fitchburg, Mass., gentle- is not done in ignorance of the la»,
They ¡V
alien, who came the first of May, are but in defiance of it.
anany fine, large trout.
This loving epistle would not be these cold, windy days keeping their 1 i® h&rd to spend good money
entirely truthful nor complete withou guides, A1 Sprague and Cliff McKin-1 propagating fish only to have th®
a record of an. unusual feast of beair’3 ney busy picking fir balsam
and taken in numbers before they
while i bad half a chance to get a start
meat, brought* to earth and brought attending to the camp fire
into us by Horace I. Lucas cf Nor waiting for the weather to change b". life. If this sort of tiling W*
on it will be only a questios
wich, Conn., a guest at Billy’s home so they can go fishing.
Yesterday and to-day will go down ¡5 tlime vvben the trout fishing will be
camp at the Bow.
Horace is a very
modest and retiring youmg man (es-' history as the time when “ the great-1-ome a thing of the past.—tPwitoi
pecially about 8.30 p. ni.) and when es* wind ever known came down from Dre&s.
asked where he got it and how the the northwest,” and calm R a n g e l e y --------------------------—* battle went, replied:
“ Never mind, lake was like the sea and the steamWhenever you write to one of our
there’s the goods”—and it was good. boat missed a trip.
This morning |a*vertl8er8( doD>t forget t0
the Maine W oods reporter
came
Yours cordially,
Maine Woods.
It is important 1»
down the lake in the Oquossoc with
J. C. Hartshorne.
jCapt. Ghas. Hamblin at the wheel, you to do so*
to as
W he ne ve r you write to one of our Reeling as safe as in a rocking chair. the advertiser naturally wants to
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
11
*M>. n on this, lake lor 14 sea- know where you found his ñamo.
I sons and never knew such a high
Maine Woods.
It is im p ortan t
to
,
,,
.,
H
|wind as yesterday, said Capt. Hamb
PA LM E R E N G IN E S AND
you to do so; important to us and Jin klUt
jfwas a perfectly safe
the
advertiser naturafly
LAUNCHES.
wants to |sea-worthy steamboat and a.
good
know where you found his name.
|captain, that on May 27 crossed from
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engineer caco«
and light boats, $48.00. Largente«
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMbf
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland,Me-

RANGÊLEY,

“ Monmouth Moccasins*

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumber®*®,
Known the world over for exp’
lence. Illustrated catalogue fr

M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,

Monmouth.

-

•

m
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LIVE ANIMAL TRAP
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mon, also one 4% pounds. E. peibelr of New York. Tuesday morning they to have great sport during the first
man’s best pair was a 6-pound and a got ten weighing from 2 and 2% to half of June.
5-pound salmon, one 4% pounds and 4 and 4% pounds each,
The fry received from the United
two 3% pounds.
Win. Hirsh came
Other parties have brouglit in good States Fish Commission this week
in with a 3-pound trout, Fred Fow catches and several have been taken by B. M. Packard and liberated in
ler guide.
Messrs. A. W Luchs of from the wharf.
the lake imade a very interesting
Boston and M. C. Rosenfeld of New
The latest arrivals are C. S. Ash sight for the guests at Packard’s
York joined the Ackerman
party ley, J. W. Bannister, Joseph Dawson Camps.
There is no doubt
but
this week and now the wind
ai»d and John Neild of New
— 11
L
Bedford, what the heavy restocking for the
waves are no more, they have an op Mass., Who came Wednesday,
the past eight years with young salmon,
portunity to try their skill with rod 19th, and got that afternoon ten.
as well as closing the
breeding
and reel.
streams and having the fish
ways
H O U SE
AND
CAM PS, kept open has been the direct cause
One must acknowledge the genuine O U T L E T
T h e n it is b o u n d to b e fresh — to s m o k e cool and
M O O S E H E A D , ME.
pleasure of these days.
Bostonians
of the phenomenal salmon fishing at
sweet— b e c a u s e th e n a t u r a l m o is tu r e h a s n ’t a c h a n c e to would scarcely recognize the group
Sebec Lake for the past two seasons.
Bangor, Me., May 26, 1915.
escape. T h a t ’s th e r e a s o n e x p erien ce d s m o k e r s stick to of their ten most successful business
Fishing at the above resort con
Ten
the good old S ic k le p lu g — slice o f f a fre sh p ip efu l as they men could they seen them.
fine
have tinues excellent, and several
need it— a n d g e t all th e original flavor a n d fragrance kids at a circus could not
salmon
and
trout
have
been
taken
off
than
that have b e e n pressed in th e p lu g , a n d kept th ere b y th e more fun or enjoy life more
these same “(big kids from Boston” the dam during the past few days.
natural le a f w r a p p e r .
did.
They caught the fish with a Fish brought in on the 23rd are as
Miss G. L. Hammett, Troy,
laugh,
ate the planked fish with a follows:
These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their
tobacco already cut up— but they know it would also be dried up, smile and laughed half the night N. Y., three Fake trout; Mr. J. H; D. T. Flanders at Ricker Camp,
Stone, Wellesley, Mass,, and E. H.
Who Made First Trip 38
would bum fast and bite their tongues.
over the prospects of the morrow.
Mrs. F. G. Eddy of Providence, Ft. 1Peirce, Worcester, Mass., 13 square
Years Ago
You'll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll
I., is proud to record a 4%
pound tails, one salmon and two lake trout;
get more tobacco , because there is no package to pay for. Your
trout, the largest recorded. Dr. Eddy J. E. Fuller, Boston, five trout; L.
dealer sells Sickle.
(Special Correspondence.)
intends to land “ that big ten pound B. Jewell, Hartford, Conn., one large
trout;
Geo.
Munster,
five
trout,
two
Mooselookmeguntic
House, Haines
er” that took Mrs. Eddy’s
fishingtackle.
Charles Record is
their salmon; party consisting of E. H. Landing, May 28.—The “big wind” is
Diechl, F. L. Diechl, J. E. Lott, L. going down to-night and the past
guide.
and week has been a delightful one for
Dr. L. W. Hotchkiss of New York M. Hinson, Brookline, Mass,
has this week been joined by his Clyde Hawey, Hart land, Me., caught those fortunate enough to he here,
son, Henry J., who has just finished and landed twenty four large trout for the fishing before the high wind
was extra good.
his college examinations at Columbia and lakers.
Fish brought in on the 25th are
Not only fish big and little have
University, and is taking a needed
J. E. Fuller, Boston, been caught, but the fishing tackle
rest and as they could not fish the as follows:
last few days, have been taking four square tails; Clyde Harvey, Hart- business has been greatly improved
Brookline, by the amount of tackle that those
walks in all directions.
Bob Martin land, Me.; J. E. Lotte,
“ I know
is their guide and the Doctor
has Mass., and N. T. Libbey, Brookline, “ big fellows” have broken.
two good salmon, one 414 pounds, the Mass., 18 lakers and square tails; for I had a good look at him, that it
John H. Stone, Wellesley, Mass., E. was that 16% pound salmon they
other 4 pounds to his credit.
one weighed at the hatchery last fall that
C. H. Phinney of Brookline, Mass., H. Peirce, Worcester, Mass.,
horses that M<r. Ellis drives
this
large
salmon,
three
square
tails
and
I hooked, and I’ll not mourn for my
came yesterday for his annual fish- j
spring have already attracted the at
six lakers; H. A. Eames, Brooklyn, tackle, but I shall all my life mourn
ing trip.
tention of a city man, who is willing
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Rose
of •N. Y., one 3% pound salmon, two for that fish,” -was the wray the story
to pay the price of an automobile for
The biggest fish
Hartford, Conn., enjoyed part of the trout and one 7 pound lake trout; L. was told to me.
thean.
B. Jewell. Hartford, Conn., four trout; are the ones that get away, and that
week in camp.
The Handsome Chestnuts Worth Mrs. A. S. Hinds and family join Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Wilson of A. J. Wilson, Moosehead, four trout there are as big fish in the lake as
Mr. Hinds to-night coming by auto
have ever been caught, seems to
Pittsfield, Mass., who came last night and one 3% pound salmon.
Price of Automobile
mobile from Portland.
have been proven a fact.
have Webb Boulton for guide and no
K A T A H D I N IRON W O R K S , ME.
As more letters than ever before
Up at Camp Doraljo the flag is
doubt will record a good catch.
(Special Correspondence.)
have been received for June comers,
Messrs. Geo. E. French, Charles J.
Reports from Little Lyford
and flying by day, and at night the nefw
Bald Mountain Camps, May 28.—To. from now until the end of the sea
Duncan and A. C. Walton are a party Long Pond are to the effect that the lighting plant gives a fine illumina
:ay the garden near the camp is be- son this wall be a busy spot.
of Portsmouth, N. H., gentlemen who fishing is good, also at Little Hous tion, so that for miles away the ef
;jj planted and the finishing touclte
Mr. and Mrs. Fitts of
Newton,
Mr. and Mrs.
came to-day for a fishing trip.
ton Pond, where some good catches fect is brilliant.
ire being put to the store, by the Mass., with Mr. and Mrs. Foster
Spotts are now entertaining two of
A. Soloman had a 3 % pound trout have been made this spring.
mngement of the new' goods. Had Clark of North Attleboro,
Mass.,
tlieir New York friends, Dr. W. B.
for his last fish #which he took to
; not been for the windy days the for guests, are passing a few days at
Chairback Mountain Camps, Katah- Short and Charles Burner.
Boston.
last log w'onld have been laid for the their pretty summer camp planting
din Iron Works, Me., C. J. Hen
Down at Hirobsamcook, at the
There is a good story that no doub
new camps, for whicli the furniture the garden, and putting everything In
derson, Propr.
Ricker camp the following party from
will be told at the Boston clubs, by
Order for their return for an extend
iswaiting.
Malden, Mass., are greatly enjoying
one of their members, how,
when
Reports from these camps
state
Walter G. Clark of North Attle- ed stay.
their party were at The Barker, one that the fishing is excellent, square a ten days’ stay, Dana T. Flanders,
toro, Mass.,. reeled in a 4-pound sal
day they went for a shore dinner. tail trout and salmon being caught who first made the trip across the
mon for the last of the
handsome
lake with Capt. Barker 38 years ago,,
Mr. ------was sure he could cook the from the wharf.
siring he took home Tuesday mornand Mrs. Flanders, Mr. and
Mrs.
dinner better than the guides.
He
vg.
W A P IT I,
D A V IS
POND, Frank T. Bartlett, Mr. and Mrs. E.
wanted to show his skill as chef. C A M P
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Parker of.
P. Robins, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Howard.
s h i N n PO ND, ME.
The coffee was boiling, a big fry
Paimford are spending the week in
“ We are having extra good fishing,
pan of fish frying crisp and brown,
amp and this evening will be join Governor of Connecticut Presented
The year 1915 is proving an excep although the big one to date is only
and soon Mr. ----- was to call the
'd by a party of five friends
for
tionally fortunate one in regard to 3 pounds,” said Mr. Flanders.
With the Big Salmon
party for the feast.
They heard a
fishing at Camp Wapiti.
Since the
the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. S. Carlisle of
yell, which they supposed was the
ioe went out 600 fish have been Newton, Mass., who (were here on
James Richie o f New York,
who
call to dinner.
On
reaching the
(Special Correspondence.)
caught at Davis Pond.
Fly fishing their wedding trip, returned
as fished these lakes for more than
home
The Barker,
Mooselookmeguntic shore they found something had hap
has been especially good for the past this week.
i quarter of a century declares he
Mr.
Carlisle
recorded
a
Lake, May 29.—This morning
the pened, for the pan of fish had been
ten days.
Mr. O. M. Savels
and 4-pound salmon, the mate to the 5nwer had such good fishing as one
guests are all wearing a smile, for spilled on the ground, and a white
party of Worcester carried out their pounder his wife caught last week,
day this week, when all by himself
after the three days’ blow they are man informed thean that hearing a
full allowance of fish upcn their re with Dick O’Brton guide.
he caught the limit, largest a 4- again off for the
fishing grounds. noise in the hushes back of him, he
¡»und salmon’, and had to come back The fishing was exceptionally fine looked to see a black bear coming turn from a ten days’ fishing trip.
J. Russel Marble and party of
A party of fishermen, from Houlton Worcester, Mass., spent the
¡1mid-day.
week
last week.
The catch that
was to the feast, and well, all they could
The handsome pair of chestnut unade on the days following the last find was the tracks of the bear, and are now enjoying excellent trout and end at Grant’s returning home Mon
salmon fishing.
day.
report has eclipsed even the most it is said the guides made the wood |
One of the camps near the hotel
ardent fisherman’s expectation. Re ring with their laughter as they cook-j P A C K A R D ’S CAM PS, SEBEC L A K E ,
is taken by Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Ken
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
cord fish came in morning and even ed the dinner.
M A IN E .
ney of Lowell, Mass., who in their
ing, carried by the laughing guests,
LAKES RAILRilAO
touring car left their home at 7.30
Bangor,
Me.,
May
27,
1915.
who could not hide the pleasure the
o’clock Sunday morning, with Wm.
As
the
water
in
the
lake
commen
sport
so
deservedly
created.
The
TIME T A B L E
their
ces to grow warmer, the salmon are McElory at the wheel and
fine fishing has stimulated an interest
In Effect May 3, 1915
returning to their summer haunt over friend, F. N. Haynes, who came just
among those who enjoy the health
the deep places in the lakes and the for the pleasure of seeing the coun
and guests
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains leave Farm - and pleasure it gives
At Portland they stopped for
'.îtonfor Phillips, Rangeley, Kingfield and BigECH
O
IS
L
A
N
D
C
A
M
P
S
,
B
E
N
E
D
IC
fishermen at Packard’s Camps are try.
continue to arrive daily.
!»wat 6:15 P. M . and for Phillips at 12:07 P. M.
T A , A. J. & B. A. GA*JMTNI ER,
having fine sport trolling with a live dinner and then drove to Livermore
Geo. H. Gibby of Wintlirop, Mass.,
:Wenger trains arrive from Phillips at 6:55 A .
bait or the Pearl Spoon. The larg Falls, where they spent the night
P R O P R IE T O R S .
t.ind from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at has joined the Healy and Gove party
hip. m.
est salmon taken the past
week and arrived here at 1.00 p. m., 2 3 2
from,
Boston,
and
all
are
gTeatly
en
laidtrain arrives at 9:35 A . M ., and leaves at
The fishing is reported as being was caught by Mrs. Monblo of Som miles from home.
They report tille
110P, M.
joying log cabin life.
Tuesday F.
very good at these camps, and some erville, Mass.
Geo. Robert
It weighed 5 pounds roads in good shape.
SfRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farming- A. Healy came in with a “dandy” 7good strings of square tails are be and 14 ounces.
6:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M .. for Phillips at
Mrs. Fred Huntley son the guide was waiting and had
peund
salmon
to
prove
his
skill,
Gard
-HP. M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5:46
ing caught.
On May 13th, A. J. and Miss Efcnma Clhaffin of Fitchburg the tackle all strung up when they
■M., and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 6:50 P. M. Hinkley guide.
Robt. T. Gove had
Gantnier landed 12 beautiful square Mass., with guides made a trip to came from dinner and Mr. Kenney
finger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:37
two
3-pound
salmon
and
Mrs.
Gove
‘■K. and 5:46 P. M.. from Bigelow at 1:25 P. M..
tails, all of good size, in about one one ef the nearby ponds and caught caught a good imess of salmon for
^«nRangeley at 1:37 P. M.. and from Phillips at skillfully brought to net a 3-pounder.
hour’s fisfliiing.
I®A. M. and 1:37 P. M.
14 nice trout, the largest weighing Mr. Haynes to take home witli him
“ W e never had such a feast as with
train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A .M .,
The following
two
pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. the next morning.
wiRangeloy at 10:36 A . M. and from Kingfield our salmon planked for dinner,” was T H E
CA P E N S , C A P E N S , M A I N E ,
day
Mr.
Kenney
went
down
to Black
’•8:10A. M
Chatfield
of
Waterbury,
Conn.,
are
the way they told the story.
M O O S E H E A D L A K E , H. E.
^ train leaves for Phillips at 1:45 P. M ., for
Point
camp
and
trolling
back
caught
having
good
luck,
having
caught
a
Dr. P. H. Ingalls thought it more
CAPEN, P R O P R IE T O R .
^»ington at 8:45 A. M., for Bigelow at 9:00 A .
number of nice salmon and trout. Mr. four 2-pound trout and a 4-pound sal
andfor Phillips and Rangeley at 12:01 P. M .
than paid him to come all the wav
Bangor, Me., May 21, 1915.
Edward A. Selliez and Mr. Walton of mon and stopped fishing as he had
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave for Farni- from Hartford, Conn., for four days’
'«tonat 6:00 A. M. and 1:15 P. M ., for Rangeley
Mr.
and
Fishing at the above resort is re Philadelphia are at Packard’s Camps the limit for that day.
fishing
on
Mooselookmeguntic
lake,
JWSP. M.
enjoying
Mr. Wal Mrs. Kenney are greatly
^«nger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:55 when after a well-fought
battle be ported as being of the very best. J. for a few weeks' fishing.
^M.and 6:08 P. M., from Rangeley at 1:05 P. M.
E. log cabin life here at Mooselookme
F. Valley, A. L. Caswell, R. W. Blan ton is strictly a fly fisherman.
'ri trains leave for Farmington at 7:30 A . M ., brought up to the boat, and his guide
Angeleyat 1:20 P. M., Strong 10:15 A . M.
David Haines netted the “ biggest chard, F. E. O’Donohne and P. J. W. Coburn of Roxbrnry, Mass., witli guntic.
"^trains arrive from Rangeley at 10:00 A . M.,
J. O. Thompson, Jr., and son, Philip
yet,” a 7% pound salmon. This silv McAuley all of Bangor, got in two Scott Cook, guide, is having great
e® Strong at 12:25 P. M.. and from Farmington
E.
Thompson of New Bedford, Mass.,
luck.
He
caught
in
three
days
21
days,
twenty
three
fish.
The
larg
**15P. M.
er beauty Dr. Ingalls presented
to
est *■* 4% pound Faker, one 3-pound salmon, not any of these fish were are among the late comers who
^NGELEY—Passenger train leaves for Farm - Governor Marcus Holcomb of Connec
will spend some time here.
!l)nat 11:25 A. M., and arrives from Farm ingticut, o f whose staff he is a mem salmon the others square tail, the big, but were all good sizable sal
«7:50 P. M.
Messrs. Oh as. A. Harrington, M. F.
mon,
Mr.
Cobum
is
a
very
conser
smallest
weighing
two
pounds.
Now let the Governor come
isd train arrives from Strong at 3:45 P. M ., ber.
Pleat,h of Worcester, Mass,, and J.
vative
sportsman
and
only
kills
what
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
A.
Sargent,
Mrs.
;weaat 7:30 A. M.
and try his skill fishing in the Ran
R. R. Plaisted of South Brewer and fish he wants served at his own tab! W. Rodiek of Auburn, who went home
M.EM—Passenger train leaves at l:00jP. M.
geley waters.
‘ Wmington and arrives at 6:15 P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter to-day had the best fishing ever, and
The Boston fishermen, whose good Allston Sargent of New' York arrived at the camp.
j^GFIELD-Passenger train leaves for BigeD.
Greene
of
New
York City have if they try to tell a big fish story
Sunday
noon.
Sunday
afternoon
luck we reported last week, continue
■wY00 A-M, and 6:38 P. M„ for Farmington
just
arrived
at
these
camps
and they cannot stretch the truth this
they
got
seven
fisfh,
the
largest
five
to bring in the big ones and add to
Monday they brought in 17, expect to stay until August. Mr. and time as they ¡had more than “ luck.”
HlELOW—Passenger train leaves for Farm - their laurels.
J. E. Aokertman may pounds.
Mr. Rodiek had the largest, a 7%
^
A. M„ and arrives from Farm ingwell be proud of his pair of 5-pound the largest a 11% pound lake trout Mrs. Rounds of Bristol, N. H., are
*. .28 P. M., from Kingfield at 10:00 A . M.
(Continued on page seven).
also
new
arrivals
and
are
planning
was
caught
by
Mir.
Allston
Sargent
salmon, and a pair of 3% pound sal
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

B ra c k e tt C o .

M E T H O D IS T

E P IS C O P A L

CHURCH

that
and

fathers can do, is to see to it
the day of such significance shall
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
always he fittingly observed
its
Sunday, June 6.— “ Children’s Day,” spirit kept alive.
morning worship, 10.45.
Sermon,
“ God’s Clarion Call.” Sunday school,
T H E DAY OF MEMORY
12.
Evening service, Children’s
Day Concert, 7.30.
’Thursday, June
10.—Mid
week Bring the flowers, fair and sweet;
Follow close the marching f6et
prayer meeting, 7.30.
Of tho veterans who go,
With their loyal hearts aglow
Witli the love of men for men,
To their comrades’ grave again.

Mrs. Emma Young, who has been
Deacon and Mrs. A. M. Greenwood
in Farmington since the death of of Farmington attended the sessions of
her husband, Mr. Cyrus Young, was the conference this week, and were the
L- B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager the guest over Memorial Day of her guests of Miss Cora Wheeler and
mother, Mrs. Louisa Wheeler. Al
daughter, Mrs. Fred Kennedy.
OUTING EDITION
DeBerna Ross, esq., arrived home though residents o f Farmington for
pr.sres ................................................... *LOO » er year Saturday night and we are pleased to several years, Mr. and Mrs. Green
LOCAL EDITION
report that he is much improved in wood have retained Hjeir membership
12 »nd 13 p a g e s .................................... $l,5C D<“r year
in the Phillips Congregational church,
Canadian. Mexican, Cuban and Panama aub- health, having gained much in flesh
sneiption til) cents extra. Foreign subscription in the past few weeks.
Lie
lias where they were always among its
May 25.
f cents extra.
been stopping with liis brother, Dr. mo3t valued and active members.
There will he a Memorial service at Bring the blossoms, sweet and fair'
Fred M. Hale, of Scranton, Pa., has
Harold Ross since he was dismissed
the F. B. church, Sunday May 30th, Lay them, down with love and care
Hintaned as second class matter, January 21.
been in town the past week taking sub
Where the little banners wave
from
the
Massachusetts
General
hos
conducted
by Rev. J. P. Barrett.
tjgfg)' at the postofftce at Phillips. Maine, under
scriptions for Good Housekeeping, Mc
Mrs. J. A, Mclntiie visited her O’ er each soldier’s sac-red grave;
the Act of March 3. 1879.
__________ ,
pital.
Clure’s, etc. The young man is taking
Say a word of prae-e and prayer
More red tape to be gone through a post graduate course at the Central mother in West Peru recently.
Tna Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
For the hero buried there.
Mrs.
Millard
Pratt
is
on
the
sick
list
state ot Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camp- with, for after June 1st a passenger High schcol in that place.
at this writing.
i n« and Outing news, and the Franklin county who is sending baggage under check
The monthly business meeting of the
The annual business meeting o f the Listen while the chaplain reads
locally.
must declare the contents and the Federated church will be held at the
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
F. B. church was held last Saturday, Office for the dead and deeds ^
value*thereon signing a written dec Parish House next Monday evening,
•nd game photographs from tn readers.
May 22.
Are recounted once again
It is also the June 7th, at 7.30. Members will please
When ordering the address of vnur paper laration therefor.
changed, please give the old as well as new same with freight shipments,
Of the war stormed hill and pLain;
that bear this meeting in mind.
June 1.
address.
Listen while is called the roll—
a declaration and value piust be giv
The annual session of the FarmingMemorial services were held at the Death lias taken heavy toll,
ton
Quarterly
meeting
will
he
held
with
en.
T H U R S D A Y , J U N E 3 , 1915.
Union church last Sunday. Rev. J. P.
Frank Pillsbury is breaking up the the North New Sharon church, June8, Barrett preached a very appropriate
let on Main street, preparatory
to 9, and 10. There will be helpful and sermon, much appreciated by the large Bring the little ones to see
Senator Charles F. Johnson, in his
the building of the residence of C. interesting addresses, by the various audience that attended. The choir had And to listen eagerly;
Memorial Day address at Oakland,
pastors. Rev. M. S. Hutchins of Phil special music.
Dirge and volley, prayer and speech,
E. Parker.
lips will deliver a sermon at the after
took the position that this country
A literary entertainment o f the Deep into their hearts will reaoJi;
The Rebekahs of Phillips-"reeeived
must prepare vigorously and exten a cordial invitation from the Ran- noon session on Wednesday, and Rev. “ Eutopia Debating Club” was given at They the rites must carry on
H. A. Childs of Rangeley will lead the the High school building, May 28, and When the veterans all are gone.
sively for war, not in the expecta geley lodge to be their guests last devotion in the evening.
an interesting program carried out.
— Emma A. Lente in Farm Journal.
own
tion of hostilities hut to avoid the Tuesday evening when their
The Social Service Club will meet in
Rev. J. P. Barrett will preach at the
members would confer the degrees,
the Parish House, Tuesday afternoon, Union church, June 6.
humiliation of being caught unpre
and serve a banquet, but the re June 8, at 2 o’clock. All ladies come
pared in case war should
become
quired number could not be obtained j prepare'd to ta ck a quilt
A full at
M E M O R IA L DAY A T P H IL L IP S
unavoidable.
in order to pay for a special train, tendance is desired as we wish to finish
much to the regret of a large num some work before the summer vaca
ber of the members of Hope Lodge. tion.
(Continued from page one.)
The King’s Daughters will be en
Mrs. Charles Harmon has gone to the same selection rendered at the
tertained Friday evening
cf
this j the Augusta City hospital for an opera prize speaking contest, as did also
May 31.
tion.
week by Mrs. Georgia Masterman.
Albert Soamman; there wras music
The Oberton League was entertain
Hon. and Mrs. N. P. Noble, Mrs. J. by the band; and various drills and
The manly friends of Mrs. Julia
ed last Wednesday by Mrs.
Solon Lambert were pleased to receive a W. Brackett and Miss Miriam E. marches by the several grades in the
Mecham.
It was voted that during dockyard call from her Tuesday mom- Brackett will attend Ivy day exercises village schools, who had been suc
ing, when she was out driving with j at Bowdoin College this week, their cessfully drilled by the Misses Beu
There will be no move fo-r some
the summer months, the League meet
Mrs. Nathaniel Toothaker. Mrs. Lam- sons> Lew M- Noble and J - Scott lah Irwin, Tina Miller, Emma Russell
time at any rate to fill the five chief
only in the afternoons.
The next
bert is in quite good health, but is Brackett being members of the Junior and Mrs. C. Nell Parker; Ho-rtense
meeting will be on June 9th, with troubled with lameness and does not class. Mrs. Noble will act as chap Butler and Gertrude Stillman render warden positions made vacant by
erone at the Alpha Delta Phi House ed a duet, the children joining in the summary removal cf the five en
Mrs. G. L. Savage.
walk very much out of doors for fear
and Mrs. Brackett at the Delta Upsi- the chorus.
Miss Bessie Crowell of cumbents by the Governor and Coun
A fairly good attendance gathered of falling.
lou House, the fraternities to which
fered prayer.
ai the schoolhouse last
Saturday
Nathaniel Toothaker has purchased
cil at the April 27 council meeting.
their sons belong.
At the close of the exercises
evening to enjoy the social and box a Saxon car.
Inquiry
at the department of fish
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Landers of Commander Will True presented a
supper, several coming from out of
Miss Genevieve Harnden of Port
and
game
brings out the informatlui
town.
The League realized $12.66 land, bookkeeper for the Estate of Strong were in town Wednesday. The bible to the chaplain, as a gift from that there is not under consideratioa
many friends of Mrs Landers were Rev. M. S. Hutchins to James E.
frcim the boxes, bran pie,
candies Charles Forster, wa • in town this
at the present time any plan fu
pleased to see her out after her illness Cushman Post and thanked
Mr. filling the vacancies and Chalrn»
and lemonade, and the members feel week.
from an operation several weeks ago.
Hutchins in behalf of its members.
very grateful for the amount, as it
The ”W. C. T. U. meeting, which
Austin says that Inasmuch as fa
Charles W. Skillings o f Farmington,
Judge Morrison also in behalf of the five men, w<ho were Republican*
helps them to spread more cheer and was to have been held Friday
at
agent for the Metz cars, arrived home
Post thanked the citizens, the teach were removed without the preferring
Miss Luette Timberlake’s is
post
sunshine.
Friday from Waltham with a new Metz
ers, school children, the Phillips Cor
Mrs. Frank Barnjum and daughters poned until next week, Friday, the
of charges aigairst them or any indi
touring car. He was accompanied on
came to their sumtmer home iin King- 11th. at 2.30 o’clock.
A good atten the trip by Chester Barrett and Ed net Band, the Federated church and cation or representation of ineffici
fieLd last Saturday and on Sunday dance is desired, as this is the an Marble and they report a fine trip down all wrho had extended courtesies in ency, it is ¡to be presumed that the
were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. nual meeting.
and Council believe It
and that the car is the best running ar,y way and Helped to make the day |
a memorable and happy occasion.
George Barnjum.
Following is the list of officers and machine ever seen.
essary to have men In ,the positions
The Band was under the leadership frem which they were removed.
Mr. and Mrs. George Raymond of corporators elected at the
annual
Reduced rates are offered on the
of (Charles Hammons, and although
Lewiston and Mrs. Cyrus Hills of meeting of the Phillips Savings bank
Maine Central and Sandy River &
Rockland are at Thorpe’s, spending at Its rooms: Joel H. Byron, P r e s - . j ^ ^ ,
Lake> ra„ roads to all wish. in practice hut little rendered most
DEATH8.
their annual vacation.
Went; N. P. Noble, treasurer; trus- - ¡ng t0 attend the Maine State Exposi- excellent music, which always adds
of
Mr. and Mrs. James Puls if er and tees:
J. H. Byron, I*remont -Scam :; tjon
^eid ¡n p01<tian(j f rom June 5 to the pleasure of a gathering
Phillips, May 29, Mrs. Louisa Dili
Dr. and Mrs. Chittenden, all of Au- man, W . B. Butler. C. F. Chandler, |to7une 21.” ’ ¿ong Verm "tickets wUlbe this kind.
burn, were guests a few days last t ony M. Hoyt; corporators, J. U .jg 00Cj f or aeven days, will be issued at
The least patriotic citizens of a aged 78 years, 8 months, 2 days.
week at F. H. Thorpe’s.
Phillips, May 27, Mrs. Hattie Hoyt
Byron, W. B. Ruder, h. Soamman, i one an(j three-fifths the regular tariff later generation who enjoy the bles
Dr. Clifton L. Buck of Danvers, A. A. Jacobs, C. H. McKenzie, N. P-I and will be sold June 5 to 18 and the sings won by the valor of
their aged 58 years, 8 months, 24 days.
Mass., and Ralph Sawyer of Wilton Noble, J. A. Norton, C. M. Hoyt, C. last day of return privilege on this re
spent a few' days recently at F. H. F. Chandler, A. W. McLeary, S. S. duced rate will be June 21.
Thorpe’s.
Whitney, James Morrison, Jcel Wil
Mrs. Hattie Hoyt, who has been in
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Welts, Mr. and bur, W. J. Kempton, S. A. Blodgett, failing health for some months at the
Mrs. N. D. Wing, Mr. and
Mrs. H B. Austin, Z. T. McLaughlin, W. home of her daughter, Mrs. Emery i
Ralph McLaughlin and children, Mrs. R. Leavitt, Charles Hutchins, H. W. Rubier, in Phillips, passed away last
Solon Mecham and Paul
Croteau, True, W. S. Toothaker, E. R. Tooth Thursday. Funeral services were held
Miss Pearl Baker and Roland Welch aker, J. W'. Russell, F. N. Beal, J. at her late home Saturday afternoon,
attended the Memorial exercises at B Morrison, G. B. Sedgeley, C. N. Rev. M. S. Hutchins officiating. An
Phillips last Monday.
French, A. D> Graffam, F. W.
At- obituary will be published in our next
Miss Clara Virgin has
finis-lied wood, D. F. Hoyt.
! issue.
work for Mrs. McLaughlin and re
Mrs. Lionel T. Allen and children j
turned to her home in Dryden.
of Strong were the guests of
h e r' SUSBCRIBE NOW
FOR
M A IN E
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Saw-yer, wit: father and sisters from the latter
WOODS
AND
READ
A
L
L
two friends of Wilton spent Monday part of last week over Memorial Day.
fishing on Peril am stream.
THE
LOCAL
NEWS.
Mrs. Louisa F., widow of the late j
Ansel Dill, passed away at her home
on the Weld road Saturday
after- j
j
Happiness.
The small boy gets his happiness noon, May 29th, about 5 p. m., at ]
8\
neck deep in the creek on an August tl e advanced age of 78 years,
day; the grandfather finds it in the months and 2 days.
Funeral servic-!
society solumns of the newspapers es were held at the late home Mon- j
when their names appear “ among day afternoon at 2 p. m., Rev. Bes
June 7th to 17th Inclusive
those present;” some look for it in
sie F. Crowell, p astrr.of the Meth-!
the stock market—to them it is a
matter of dollars and cents. There odist church officiating and Charles j
service:-. |
are as many varieties of happiness as Chandler conducting the
there are sorts of people. But the Phe interment was made in River- Iwill sell excursion tickets from their
most satisfying and lasting happiness side cemetery.
A more extended several stations as follows:
is the retroactive type that comes notice will he given next w e e k /
Tickets on sale June 5th to 18th in
through making others happy. We
Louise Costello of Lewiston
has clusive, good for return not later than
get out of life in proportion to what been the guest of her grandmother, 7 days from date of sale stamped on
we put into it.
Mrs. Ejla. Brackett recently.
back, no date to exceed June 21st at
Mrs. F. E. Howard of Strong was in the following rates of fare:
Profit in Mistakes.
Bigelow,
$5.85
town this week to aitend the confer
Because one has made a mistake in
Carrabasset,
5.55
ence
and
w--s
the
guest
of
her
son,
the business world is no cause for dis
Kingfielu,
5.05
Charles
and
family.
Phillips,
4.70
couragement, for if one is keen enough
Mrs. E. L. Russell of Portland passed
6.20
Rangeley,
Here is a car o f remarkable features.
.
to see and correct it, it may lead to fu
Salem,
4.70
a few days with her husband at the
ture success.
speedy, handsomely finished, easy to operate, absolutey
Strong,
4.30
Mr. Russell is re
Setting the goal high and permit- Elmwood recently.
And in addition to the above on June reliable, and very econom ical in up-keep.
^ 1 ^
ting no discouragements or mistakes maining in Phillips for the J. W. Perto change the course will do away with - kins Co., until the business is adjusfed 9th and June lfith tickets will be sold to
Not a single feature lacking that enters into t ©
Portland and return, good for return
many of the disappointments found in between them and R. H. Preble
the
next
day
at
85c
less
than
above
the path of most people at some time
make-up
o f a strictly high grade car. Best quality equip*
H.
W. True has been in P -rtland and
in their experience.—Christian Science Boston this week. R. H. Preble had quoted rates.
ment throughout. A lways pleased to demonstrate.
Monitor.
F. N. BEAL, Gen. Mgr.
charge of his business in his absence.
Phillips, M aine

WELD

NO MOVE TO
REPLACE WARDENS

LAST MADRID

No Plan Under Consideration It
Word from Fish and Game
Department.

MAINE EXPOSITION
A T PORTLAND

SANDY RIVER Ö RANGELEY
LARES RAILROAD

CHAS. W. SKILLINGS,

R. F. D. 4, Farming!«»-

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED

6th at 2 p. m.
James Burs Lei and wife and daugh
On*1 cent a word in advance. No headline or ter visited relatives in Rangeley re
athar display. S ubject* in a. b. c . order
cently.
Mdtms. A. J. Kinney and Elmon
FOR SALE— W ood saw outfits:
3
H. P. complete $85: 4 ^ H. P. $110: 1yler attended the Memorial exercis
6 H. P. $125: 6 H. P. $150. Guaran es in Phillips and report an interest
teed for five years.
28 inch saw ing time.
Edwin Tyler and wife
attended
$6 60.
Other sizes in proportion.
Thirty days free trial. Thorndike church at Reed’s Mill last Sunday.
Machine Co., Portland, Maine.
June 2.
Memorial Day was observed in Madrid
A competent housekeeper
wishes
village with exercises in Citizens’ Hall,
to do general housework in a small
Mr. Bion Wing making a very fine ad
family.
Has a boy 13 years old dress, reading and singing by the
wliom she wishes to take with her. school children who marched in a body
Send answers to Mrs. George Allen, to the cemetery where they placed
Wilton, Maine.
flowers on the graves o f the soldiers
and others.
CAMP FOR GIRLS on shore of RanMrs. Lizzie M. Weymouth, is still
geley Lake.
Address Miss Sarah confined to her bed.
Maude Soule, Rangeley, Maine.
Frank W. Chick has just returned
from a business trip to Bangor and
FOR SALE or rent— Seven room cot
Portland.
tage near inlet on Rangeley
Lake.
Charles E. Dill planted a large piece
D. E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.
of potatoes for Orris Vose on the farm
Mail your Films for developing and of F. W. Chick recently.
Leon Rich and family have moved
printing to Leon A. Luce, the pho
into their new camps at Sandy River
tographer, Farmington, Maine.
No
Siding.
waiting and the finest results obtain
Rev. Mr. Hutchins preached a very
able.
Try us.
able sermon at Madrid village Sunday
FOR SALE.—A Remington pump 30- before last.
We notice that Orris Vose is riding
$) cal. high power, new, only fired
around
town in a brar.d new Ford run
four times last fall and I got the
about.
deer.
Cost hie $20.00, will sell for
Harry Wyman and family are occupy
$14.00.
C. F. Hussey, Portsmouth,
ing the W. E. Littlefield camps situated
N. H.
near Weymouth bridge.

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E, J U N E 3, 1915.

CONCERT AT
M. E. CHURCH
Children’s Day will be observed at
the Methodist church next Sunday.
The pastor will deliver a sermon in
the morning appropriate to the day
and the children of the Sunday
school and Junior League will give
a concert in the evening beginning
promptly at 7.30, at which time an
offering will be taken for the ‘‘Child
ren’s Day Fund,” which is a fund
for educational purposes. The fol
lowing program will be rendered:

Opening piece by orchestra
Prayer
Recitation,“ W elcome,”
Viola Mosher
Exercise, “The Bugle Watchwords,”
five togys
Sunshine Exercise, Viola Mosher,
Evelyn Pearse, Alice Sargent,
Evelyn Hood
Recitation, “ The Rainy Day,”
Nettie Stewart
Duet,’ ‘‘Take a share of sunshine,”
Opal and Lucille Webber
Dialogue, “The Bugle Question,”
eight girls
Solo, “ God is Good,”
Corinne Dudley
Recitation, “ God’s little girl.,”
Laura Pearse
Recitation, “ Birds,”
Winifred Bunnell
Recitation, “ A little boy,”
Kenneth Whitman
QUEER USE OF GRAMOPHONE
Recitation, “ Little greetings,”
June 1.
T h a t Instrument Is Not Designed
Ellen Bunnell
The morning of May 27 was the
Merely fo r Amusement Has
Recitation, “ Happy June,” '
Been Proved.
coldest May morning for a
good
Phyllis Goodwin
many years, the thermometer register
Recitation, “ Tiny little girl,”
The gramophone is sometimes put
ing only 28 degrees above zero at
Pauline Goodwin
I to strange uses. The leader of an Af4.30 a. m.
The ground was frozen
! rican hunting expedition, who sef out Exercise, "Flowers, Birds and Stars,”
hard enough to hold a horse. Leaves |on a motor trip from the Cape to Cairo,
Lucille Webber, Emma Bunnell,
on the trees, also apple, cherry and , recently used it as a decoy for tigers
Lillian Bennett
plum tree blossoms were damaged. j and hippopotami. In tiger hunting it Recitatio*, “ Happy Children’s Day,”
Mrs. W ill Hood went to Rangeley is usual to tether a lamb to a tree;
Thelma jVIeisner
last Friday for a few days’
visit i its bleatings attract the tiger Within Song, “ Little Lord Jesus,”
Before leav
with her daughter, Mrs. Frank Bad reach of the hunters.
Phyllis and Pauline Goodwin
ing England, the explorer had seme
ger.
records made by bleating lambs, and, Recitation, “ Little hoy,”
The high wind of last Thursday says a writer in Answers, he tried
Albert Sellinger
caused a good deal of inconvenience them on the unsuspecting tigers of the Song in Hindustani language by
bv connecting three or four of the : African jungle with considerable suca number of girls
telephone lines together.
| cess.
Recitation, “ Little children in
Misses Muriel and Evelyn Brown, j The record makers gained one of
Japan,”
Gladys Toothaker
who have been visiting their aunt, their greatest triumphs when they suc- Recitation, “ The zigzag boy and
Mrs. Oarrol Russell in the village a j ceeded in getting good nightingale
girl,”
Esther Bates
short time returned to their grand and blackbird records. The chief dif Recitation, “ Summer’s Happy Days,”
ficulty was the objection that the
mother's, Mrs. W. W. Hood’s, last
Lillian
Bennett
birds had to the sounds of the reThursday.
, cording machine. The clever men got Solo, “ Glad Slimmer,”
Mrs. Wm. Moores was a guest of round that by setting up a dummy
Marcia Davenport
her sister, Mrs. Mary'Dunham in the recording machine, in the horn of Recitation, “ Grandpa and me,”
which they put some of the birds’ fa
village from Saturday until Monday.
Homer Goodwin
Miss Moody is working for Mrs. vorite food.
Recitation, “ My Sunbeam,”
When a bird entered the horn to j
Will Mitchell.
Carroll Pearse
get the food the clockwork was set |
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor
of
Solo,
•
Lelia Ross
in motion. The little creatures soon
Kingfield were guests of her par grew accustomed to the sound, and Recitation, “ Just one day at a
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates Sun so, after much tedious and discour
time,”
Emma
Bunnell
day and Monday.
aging labor, successful records were Recitation, “ White Souls,”
F. S. Brackley is planting pota made. These records are selling in
Alice Stewart
i thousands all over the world.
toes for the people on the Hill.
Duet,
Olive Ross and Pearl Fraser
The gramophone is also of service Exercise, “ Will you help,”
Sorrow was cast over the commun
ity last Tuesday morning, when it in more serious and more scientific
eleven
children
undertakings. Records of all dialects
was learned Mrs. D. W. Toothaker and languages spoken in Great Britain Offering
had passed away, after a long and have been made and preserved in the Solo, “ Farewell dear Children’s
Day,”
Merle
Smith
painful illness.
Much sympathy is British museum for the benefit of
felt for Mr. Toothaker in his great posterity.
The people of the thir- Recitation, “ Good might,” Emma
Bunnell and Lucille Webber
loss.
Mrs. Toothaker was a highly ; tieth century will know by the help
respected lady and will be mourned of these records just how Manx and
Gaelic sounded, and how the cockney
by a host of friends.
CONFERENCE AT P H IL LIP S
lirlgo differs from “ braid Scots.” Sev
eral of the universities also have col
(Continued from page one.)
lections of the same kind.—Youth’s
Companion.
Supper, Rev. R. H.
Clapp,
Rev. W. H. Palmer; A. M.
June 1.
Greenwoo^ and N. W. Sewall,
The apple trees are in full bloom TOOK THE CREDIT, ANYWAY
deacons
may
have
but the cold weather
Man Who Had Intended to Disregard 7.30
Praise Service.
Addresis,
spoiled the future fruit.
W i f e ’s Advice Made H e r T h in k
“ Men Who Do Things,” Rev.
very
blossoms
Strawberry
are
Otherwise.
W. B. Tuthill.
numerous.
Miss Leathers, a Bates student,
When I am going to be extravagant
The sessions were all helpful and
preaches at Reed’s Mill church June I always like the encouragement of
interesting.
my wife, and I usually get it, writes j
A. Edward Newton in the Atlantic Ii Rev. R. II. Clapp was re-elected
M APS O F M A I N E
The nominating commit
Monthly. I determined to talk over moderator.
with her a proposed purchase. Her tee was W. H. Palmer and he preRESORTS A N D R O A D S
prophetic instinct in this instance was
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries against it. She reminded me that the
for maps o f the fishing regions o f th* business outlook was not good when
state, etc. We can furnish the follow we left home and that the reports
ing maps:
O f an Occasional Trip to
received since were anything but en
$ .50
Fran kirn County
couraging.
.50
Somerset County
“ That amount of money,” she said,
.50
Oxford County
.5» “ may be useful when you get home.” Will Be Greatlv Enhanced If the
Pisealaquis County
.50 The advice was good, indeed, her argu
Aroostook County
50 ments were so unanswerable that I
Washington Cnun'y
1.00 determined not to discuss it further,
Ouling map of Main'’ , 20x35 in
.86 but to buy anyhow and say nothing. Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Geological map of Maitwe
.JtF Early the next morning I went back
R. R. map of Maine
Home During- Your Stay.
.85
Androscoggin County
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
.35 and to my great disappointment found House In the City, With All Conven
Cumberland County
.50 that someone more forehanded than iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Hancock County
.35 I had taken the treasure. My regrets Water and Local and Long Distance
Kennebec County
.36 for a time were keen, but upon my re Telephone in All Rooms.
Knox County
turn to this country I found myself
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
in the height of the 1907 panic. Secu
Penobscot Counfy?
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Waldo County
rities seemed almost, worthless and Take
the "J itn ey” or Munjoy Hill car f om
York County
actual money unobtainable. Then I Union Station.
European
Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
congratulated my wife on her wisdom,
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
and pointed out what a fine fellow I
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
had been to follow her advice.
H. E. THURSTON.
R. F. HIMMELEIN.

TORY HILL

MADRID

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

Just a step from monument Square

Phillips.

-

Maine.

Proprietors.
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sented the following report which
was accepted:
Scribe, Mrs. A. M.
Greenwood;
Executive committee,
R. H. Clapp,
W.
G.
Mallett,
B. F. Makepeace, W. S. Bass, Rev.
W. H. Palmer; delegate to National
convention for two years, Rev. R.
H. Clapp; committee on credentials,
Deacon A. M. Greenwood; resolut
ions, Willard Bass.
The place for the next meeting
was left with the executive
com
mittee.
Mrs. Kenniston who
has
so faithfully served as scribe
for
several years felt obliged to resign
this year, and Mrs. Greenwood was
elected to the office.
The ‘Getting Acquainted Supper’
in the Parish House was much- ap
preciated by the visitors and a most
enjoyable social hour was
passed
Tuesday evening.
The supper con
sisted of mashed potato, cold pres
sed meat, salads, olives, hot rolls,
ice cream, with strawberries, angel
and sponge cake, coffee.
Miss G.
V. Wilbur and Miss Miriam Brackett
had the supper in charge.
Miss Cora Wheeler presided at the
piano for the praise services,
and
Wednesday evening, Miss Beulah Ir
win and Wilhelmine Skolfield ren
dered two duets with Miss Kathleen
Noble, accompanist.
Following were the delegates pre
sent:
Carrie S. Palmer,
Willard
Bass, G. H. Bass, Wilton; Anna V.
Hunter, Jennie H. Howard, Strong;
Mrs. A. W. McLeary, Carolyn Adams,
Phillips; Amy F. Derby,
Alphonse
Derby, Temple; John T. Luce, Nel
lie M. Luce, Allen’s Mills.
Others from out of town
were:
Willard H. Palmer, N. W. Sewall,
Harriett Sewall, Wilton;
Tena D.
Spaulding, Strong; R. H. Clapp, A.
M. Greenwood, Affie M. Greenwood,
H. W. Taylor, Laura Taylor, Mrs.
R. H. Clapp, Mrs. Lena Wilkins,
Henry A. Titcomb, Alice B. Titcomb,
Mary E. Titcomb, Mrs. W. W. Small,
Mrs. G. H. Knapp, Farmington; Ghas.
Harbutt, Portland; Rev. H. P. Woodin, Auburn.

WEST FARMINGTON
May 31.
Will Parlin of Weld visited Mrs.
Canton Smith last week.
J. W. Hines lias a very handsome
delivery wagon which he has lately
purchased.
Mrs. Carroll Thompson has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. E. Morrill
at Farmington Falls.
Ada Moore has been ill with the
mumps.
Frank Dudley of Auburn has been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
O. P. Dudley.
Mabel Alexander, who has been
sick is improving slowly.
Rev. J. P. Barrett delivered
the
Memorial sermon at Weld last Sun
day.
Mrs. Ruel Goodwin visited
old
friends and neighbors at Farmington Falls last Sunday.
Mrs. Alton Alien, who has been
spending a few dayfs in town, has
returned to her home in Berlin, N.
H.
Mr. Edwin Sawyer, one of
our
most respected and aged
citizens,
died last Friday night.
Funeral
services were held at the home, Rev.
R. H. Clapp officiating. There were
many floral tributes.
The interment
was at Riverside.
Mr. Sawyer was
aged 83 years, 10 months, 22 days.
Another aged citizen also
passed
away May 27, Mr. Elmcn Dyar, aged
83 year's, 8 months, and 7 days.
Last week was quite wint&rish.
The wind blew a gale and much dam
age was done to apple and fruit
trees.
Many trees were
blown
down.
The ice froze one-fourth of
an inch thick.

HERE FOR 47TH
FISHING TRIP
Bearce Camp Open al Beaver Pond
and Getting Good Fish.
(Special

Correspondence.)

Upper Dam, May 24.—This is one
of these days, warm and balmy, 66
degrees above zero.
Everyone has
taken their lunch and the guides will
make hot coffee on the lakeshore.
Fishing under these conditions is
a pleasure, with the lake caltm and
the sky clear, the fisherman takes
his ease as rowed over the lake by
the steady, strong pull of the guide
at the oar and is happy and content

even if the fish don’t bite.
W. D. Brackett of Stoneham, Mass,
is here for his 46tli fishing trip. His
first big fish, was a 5-pound salmon,
which was a thing of beauty, when
planked by Chef Himdie, and a joy
to Mr. Brackett and his friends when
served for dinner.
Mr. Brackett is
the only angler who now cars his
fish, keeping them alive until he is
ready to go home, when those he
wants are killed and the others re
turned to the lake.
Frank Philbrick, his guide for years, expects to
have a well filled car by the time
Mr. Brackett is ready to
return
home.
John. B. Watkins, the New Yorker,
who for years has enjoyed the early
fishing here at the Upper Dam, with
Ernest Grant, guide, is haying not
only good fishing but a great outing.
A 4% pound trout, a, 3V2 pound sal
mon and a number of 3-pounders
have already been landed by this
skillful angler.
Col. H. E. Russell and wife of Man
Chester, Mass., after a few days at
B Pond spent the week-end here.
They are looking for a camp in this
part of the Rangeleys that they can
lease for the summer.
H. L. Elliott of Rumford was here
this week for a.fish&ng trip,
and,
with Hollis Ellingwood guide, made
a great record.
His catch includ
ed four trout that weighed 16 ^
pounds.
Mrs. Wm. B. Littlefield of Lynn,
Mass., came last week to spend a
few days with her husband and
niece.
The party returned
home
this morning, each having their us
ual number of fish to take home to
their friends.
Alex Lyons of New York, who Is
here for his annual early
fishing
trip, is accompanied by his friend.
Dr. J. S. Unger of the same city,
who comes to catch his first Rangeley trout.
Oscar1Dyke is their guide
and they will no doubt have a good
catch, to report later.
Messrs. Charles A. Hardy of Bos
ton and C. L. Larrigan of Lawrence,
Mass., came Saturday and have taken
one cf the cottages for ten
days.
Clayton Sweatt is their guide.
H. G. Semmons of Boston,
with
Fern Philbrick for guide is after a
good fish and no doubt will land
him.
Dr. and Mrs. R. W. McAlister of
Everett, Mass., who are here for the
fishing, caught fifteen trout and sal
mon the first day out.
The water remains very low in the
lakes.
It seem© strange not to see
the huge booms of logs waiting to
bo sent over the dam and
across
the lakes, as they have been in years
past.
As one looks from the piazza of
the main camp, to the immense stone
dam, through, the gates of which the
water plunges into the great oval
pool, the natural- home of the largest
brook trout known, it seems a little
odd not to see the fly fishermen
sending their lines out over the
water.
But everyone who
comes
now trolls day after day in
the
lakes and leaves the fish in the pool
to the quiet and freedom of jump
ing out of the water, with no tempt
ing bright feather tied to a hook to
attract them from their home. But
soon the fly fishermen will be here
and then there will be sport for
the anglers.
A party of about twenty New York
ers have engaged camps for uext
week.

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrioation.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the test. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in triahsizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Maas.
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HOW TO CAMP OUT
IN COMFORT
Some Tricks of the Game, lo!d by
* a Man Who Knows.
The old seasoned camper, who has
learmed the ‘‘ropes” of oat door life,
well knows that the hardships which
the inexperienced usually associate
with camping <are by no means nec
essary for a vacation under canvas.
Of course we have ail met men who
prefer to rough it, and they fondly
believe that the genuine-back-to-nature-life must of nteciessity include a
meagre outfit apd uncomfortable liv
ing.'
This is perhaps the average
conception of the novice—the tender
foot invariably takes the rough and
rocky road, while the “ old
hand”
side steps the “ tough going,” simiply because he has* learned his little
lesson.
For plain solid comfort is
just as essential for the enjoyment
of camp life as it is in every other
environment—and, comfortable camp
ing pays.
To the majority of men and wo
men to whom camping-out appeals
strongly, there is much real pleasure
in planning and arranging the tem
porary hom/e in the woods. To the
average camper, sport with rod and
gun is merely incidental. The es
sential factor is the carefree
and
invigorating life of the outdoor world
and, if he lias tlve true sportsmen’s
philosophy in h,is make-up, Jie will
find recreation and health in every
hour hie spends in camp. On pleas
ant days, fishing and shooting may
be indulged in, and cn days too hot
and rainy for pleasure in the open,
one may practice rifle and pistol
shooting from the open tent door,
or pleasantly employ the time by
devising many a ‘‘rough and ready”
contrivance for the comfort of the
camp.
If a permanent camp be es
tablished, take the wife and family
along.
Most women and children
quickly adapt themselves to
camp
life, and you will find them good
companions for sharing the simple
pleasures which Mother Nature has
provided.
THE

C H O IC E

OF

A TEfclT.

To thoroughly enjoy the virgin life
of the woods it is essential that the
outfit be wisely chosen.
It should
properly embrace the few necessit
ies which most of us deem indis
pensable for everyday comfort, and
it should include but few of the lux
uries.
The first point is the shel
ter to protect the outer from rain
and wind, w ith, sufficient room to
stand and move about in, yet open
at will to admit air and sunshine and
the pleasant warmth of the evening
campfire when the nights are cool.
For a summer camp which is moved
but seldom and there is no particu
lar necessity for “ going light,” it is
wise to ohoosie a good, roomy tent,
and among the most comfortable
tents to live in are the regulation
army or wall-tent and the
baker
style.
For two persons, the best

W OODS,

wall-tent is the seven, and
by nine feet size, having a
of bobbinet and a flap for
and provided with a six or
^sod-cloth, sewed in at the
edge.

a , half
window
closing,
ten-inch,
bottom

For long and rough trips by .pack
o- canoe, “ waterproof silk” is the
best material, while for the more
permanent camp regulation
army
duck or drill is the best selection,
and is of course much cheaper and
■more
durable
than
the • light
er weight materials.
In this case,
the addition of a “ fly,” which may
be stretched over the top, or set
to extend over the front to make a
little covered porch, will add to the
comfort of the canvas home.
A
ground-cloth of waterproofed canvas
is a good thing to have along, and
will be appreciated during heavy
rains.
This should be large enough
to cover the entire floor space of
the tent.
A poncho or rubber blan
ket may be used for the same- pur
pose, though all, excepting possibly
the poncho, are likely to be left out
on longish trips.
The “ A ,” leam-to, miner’s, Sibley,
Indian teepee and other types are
also used, but they are iesis com
fortable to live in than, the wail
and baker designs.
For long trips
by canoe, or whenever an outfit of
minimum weight must be chosen, the
canoe, open lean-to or the fore&ter’s
tent is suggested.
It
may
be
mentioned that all tents may be ob
tained in many sizes and in differ
ent weight materials, but whatever
fabric is selected,
the
material
should be well waterproofed.
The
duck or drill tents may be obtained
in the common white color, in the
tan or khaki shade, or in the newer
and less conspicuous dark
forest
green.
Bach tent should be supplied with
a canvas bag of its own, and while
pales and stakes are furnished with
wall, “A ” tents and others that re
quire them, these may be left
at
home unless the camper is en route
to a treeless region.
For it is a
simple matter to cut them at the
camping ground.
F L Y A N D M O S Q U IT O

NETS.

To insure unbroken rest in the
woods, every tent should he provid
ed with some method for excluding
flies and mosquitoes.
The
most
satisfactory device is to obtain an
entire inner tent made of cheesecloth
cr bobbinet and suspend it from the
ridge-pole, or less thorough screening
may be done by making use of a
curtain to drop over the flap open
ing.
Mosquito netting is good en
ough to keep out flies and mosqui
toes, but the coarse mesh will let
the gnats or “ no-see-ums” in,
and
hence it is better to be on the safe
side of comfort and procure the fin
er material.
Do so, and you will
thank me for the suggestion.
To the sportsman and sportswoman
who have a liking for “ doing things
with their own hands,” tent making
will offer no special difficulties pro
vided one can copy a good model, or
procure the measurements of
one,
and lay out a pattern before cutting
the material.
The ordinary sewing
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for to crawl into, and has many points
machine, may be used for the lighter whenever possible to arrange
to commend it.
The best bags are
materials, hut the heavy drill had their transportation.
of the type which may be opened
best be hand sewed.
A woman’s
L A N T E R N S FOR T H E C A M P.
out for cleaning and airing, and the
advice and assistance will help mere
man over the hard spots.
For the camp lantern one of the usual size measures seven feet long
Sleeping bags
folding kindls for burning candles is by three feet wide.
are fitted with as many thicknesses
the
most
portable,
and
is
very
satis
C A M P F U R N I T U R E A N D CO O K IN G
factory on light trips.
Kerosene of blankets as wanted, twelve giving
K IT S.
gives better illumination, but is less sufficient warmth for winter, whale
cleanly, and the fuel must be trans four thicknesses are about right for
Camp furniture,
including tools, ported in screw top cans.
The carry-all sleeping
A good summer use.
cooking utensils and other necessary camp lantern for kerosene is the bag is an excellent bed for light
articles for outdoor living, should be Itubular pattern and guarded
globe trips, and the bed tarpaulin, recomr
chosen only after sober considera type, used in, the army.
There is mended by S. E. White in “ Camp
tion.
The first item on the list is also a combination lantern,
which and Trail,” makes a good bed, not
the axe, and for the more permanent burns kerosene, signal oil or candles, too heavy or bulky to pack on long
camp a full weight tool should be which the writer has used with much trips.
For blankets, the regulation
selected.
The spiall pocket
and satisfaction.
U.
S.
army
and mackinaw are good,
This lantern is of the
belt hatchets are good little compafli- tubular' frame type with
guarded and a pair should be carried, wrap
ions on a hunting or fishing trip, globe, and gives about two candle- ped up in a heavy pack cloth or pon
but for the permanent camp, where power light.
Acetylene and
car cho, provided you do not use the
one is obliged to rustle frequently bide lamps give a brilliant light, but sleeping bag.
for fire wood, the three pound axe are suited only for permanent camps.
The stretcher bed, made of stout
is none too heavy.
The
double- One of the small pocket electric brown canvas and provided with a
W ted axe, with two cutting edges, -flash-lamps is a handy thing to have double bottom which may be filled
is perhaps the best for camp, since in camp, and since the weight of the with hay or leaves, makes a com
the flat side may be utilized
for lamp and extra battery adds but littl fortable bed.
By running two stout
driving stakes, and such things. A to the outfit, this little luxury
is flexible poles through the pockets at
good belt axe also should be carried often included in my dunnage.
the sides, and resting the ends on
along, one weighing one and a quart
stones or logs, a gopd couch is
er to one and three-quarter pounds FOOD OR P R O V IS IO N BAGS A R E quickly made.
For permanent camps
C O N V E N IE N T .
being the most useful and conve
a bed of this kind is good enough
nient.
When traveling by canoe or pack, for anyone but the most particular,
For the cooking kit the aluminum
provision bags for the different food and the fussy individual who will
outfits made up for two to eight
stuffs carried arev a great conven not learn the philosophy of the Woods
persons are by all odds the best,
ience.
A good size measures four has no place in camp.
since they are of light weight, are
teen by nine inches, and is provid
easily cleaned, and nest compactly.
ed with a draw string at the top. M A K IN G UP T H E P E R S O N A L O U T 
A two-person outfit includes
two
These bags fit into the regular duf
F IT .
>
cooking pots or kettles, coffee pot,
fle bag, and friction top tins also
frying pan with detachable handle,
may be procured in suitable sizes to
For the personal outfit, made up
plates and cups, soup bowls, knives,
fit the food bags, thus enabling the cf the “ little things” which the indi
forks and spoons.
The entire out
camper to pack butter, lard,
pork, vidual will not willingly go without,
fit is self-contained, nesting in the
etc.
there is naturally a rather wide di
largest kettle, is, provided with, a
Equipped with two duffle bags and vergence of opinion. ^The exper
canvas case, and weighs less than
a tump-line pack harness the camper ienced camper is likely to strike the
seven pounds.
Larger outfits in
can pack his individual outfit over happy balance in making up
his
clude kettles and pans of greater ca
the hardest trail with less
fatigue “ ditty” bag to include only t^ie few
pacity and additional spoons, and so
than when the common pack-basket articles absolutely necessary for his
on.
A cheaper but very satisfac
or shoulder pack is used, and the comfort and well being while in the
tory outfit may be procured in tin
pack is more easily stowed and bal woods.
The novice is prone to
ned ware, but this is of course heav
ances a canoe much better than does leave out many usteful articles and
ier in weight and less attractive to
the basket.
Both are
extensively pack numerous items of question
serve food in.
The aluminum alloy
used, however, and the camper can able utility.
ware is, considering the long service
take his choice.
For shipping the
A watch is by no means essential
it gives, the most economical in the
outfit by rail or boat, packing cases in the woods, but as most of us have
1 ng run.
of fibre are strong, light and durable. acquired the civilized habit of de
The charms of camp life may be
The usual trunk or wooden packing pending upon our timepiece, and
enjoyed without the special equip
boxes will answer the same purpose, would feel at a loss without it, it is
ment described, and usual kitchen
thus eliminating the expense of this
(Continued on page seven).
utensils will serve well enough for
luxury.
p 'imanent camps.
For fast, light
trips, the boy scout cooking outfit E V E R Y C A M P E R S H O U L D H A V E A
makes a good and very light weight
C O M F O R T A B L E BED.
mess kit; the whole outfit, including
ia folding-handle frying pan, weighs
A good bed is oae of the necessi
but one and three-quarter pounds, ties for an enjoyable trip in
the i
3-in-O ne. keeps all fishing tackle in per
feet order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won’ t stick oi
and is contained in a canvas shoul woods, and for the permanent camp ;
hang at critical moment. They always work casilj
der case but little larger' than the the folding cot is perhaps the best
and surely. 3-in-Onc will not gum, turn black o:
sticky.
common canteen. The Preston mess choice.
The pneumatic or air mat
' 3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden
kit is also a good individual outfit, tress and bed is a positive luxury,
rods, too, making them tough and pliable.
Draw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist*
though more expensive.
The regu but its cost and weight are factors
ened wilh 3-in-O nc.' Makes it stronger and Iasi
lation arsmy mess kit is also well to be taken into consideration where [ longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines,
and traps in either fresh or salt water.
adapted for “ going light and afar lightness and economy must be o b - j nets
FPFF Try 3*i*i-Onc nt our expense. Write foi
liberal free -m ole and booklet. 3-IN-ONE
off.”
served.
The sleeping bag makes a
_ _ COMPLY. 124 New *!,, New York
The detachable handle frypan and practical and comfortably warm bed I
-nr in
irrwr—^ tjitmcwb
the folding baker are two of
the
most important items of the cooking
kit, and deserve
special mention.
There are two styles of frying pans
designed for camp cooking. One is
ú
provided with, a patented detachable
handle carrying a hollow socket, in
which a long stick may be inserted
to lengthen the handle so that the
cook can keep a comfortable distance
Conducts a first class job printing départir ent
from the fire.
The other pan is
fitted with a folding handle which,
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
folds back flat on t]je bottom of the
pan.
This handle is provided with
two rings, in which a stick may be
inserted when a longer handle
is
wanted.
The patent folding baker comes in
three sizes, the smallest having an
eight by twelve inch pan, and the
largest measuring ten by eighteen.
The smallest size weighs but two
pounds and will bake a dozen bis
cuits at a time. It folds flat and is
furnished with canvas case and
shaul'derstraps. A baker of
this
kind is much better than the aver
age stove, which is so bulky
and
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
heavy as to be out of the question in"
other than fixed camps.
Anything
and everything may be cooked to a
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
turn in this simple device, and it
¡will roast fish, meats and fowl as
dummies and prices on request.
well as baking the most delicious
“sinker” biscuits.
Cia|mp luxuries in the way of fold
ing chairs, tablets, cots and so on
are generally eschewed by the ex
perienced camper who changes camp
often.
For the fixed camp, ready
made furniture and the hundred-andoue patent hangers and so on may
possibly be worth packing. Two ex
ceptions, however, are the folding
table and the collapsible bucket or
pail.
These handy articles should
have a place in the camping kit

MAINE WOODS
W h y n o t le t u s K e lp
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Cakes Like This!
Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
the birthday party.
W onderful for pastry, t o o , and just as g o o d
for biscuits, h o t rolls and bread.
Goes farther— a help in h o u se h o ld e c o n o m y
—because it is milled by a sp ecia l process
fr o m O h io Red W i n t e r W h e a t .
Y o u r g r o c e r w ill have it. G ood grocers like
to sell

William Tell Flour
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A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
P U L L IN G

THE

T R IG G E R

The earliest firm of wJiiat we call
the “ trigger” on a rifle or other
firearm was simply a little
lever
which, when pulled brought a light
ed fuse or “ slow' match” into con
tact with a small charge of powder
In the priming cup of the firearm
and in due course of events the
charge behind the bullet exploded—
at least half the time!

dividual preference that it is very
hard to advise any particular one.
The regular sights supplied oh a rifle
will give good results, or you can
select ivory or gold bead sight, or
another good one is the combination
globe and ivory front sight.
3. How should sights be removed
from a rifle barrel?
Ans. If the rifle is held at the
shoulder in shooting position, the
sight should be driven out frem the
left side toward the right side. The
sights should be put on by being
driven in from the right towards the
left.

In those days triggers didn’t have
any of the m odem diseases such as
‘ ‘creep” and “ drag” and a trigger
which didn’t break the finger of the
user was perfectly satisfactory.
4. Would a 32-40 cal. rifle be heavy
The trigger on a modern fire ami
enough for large game, such as bear?
has but one object— to release the
Ans. A number of these rifles ape
hammer at the exact time desired by 1
used for such work, but a heavier
the shooter.
There are two faults I
power rifle would probably be ad
which 'will defeat this result,'—a trig
visable.
ger which, requires excessive pres
sure or one which does not release E. L. F., Okmulgee, Okla.
positively and entirely at a uniform
1. I have a .22 model 1890. The
pressure.
Trigger pulls are apt to butt end where the shell fits its all
vary all the way from the perfect torn up and shells swell until the
pull which releases clean at about ejector will not pull them.
Please
four pounds, to a pull which is so advise as to whether cr not there
heavy that it puts a permanent kink is any way for it to he fixed or will
fn the shooter’s finger and lets go I- have to get a new barrel for it.
like a miser parting from his coin.
Ains. There is only one remedy
for
a badly pitted and rusty barrel,
As stated above, th^ proper weight
!for a trigger-pull is four pounds by and that is—a new barrel. A barrel
actual weight on the trigger, not in Which the chamber cf the barrel
guess-work.
A trigger-pull having a is badly rusted or pitted is absolute
Weight much in excess of this will ly useless. There is no method by
cause flinching, while a lighter one which it can be made available for
its regular ammunition.
is dangerous.
2. As to the gun referred to aIt is rather an interesting fact that
bove,
could I have the whole barrel
the majority of women require a
drilled
down to make a .22-20 or .25rather heavier trigger pulil than men.

nervous 20 ?
Ans. It would be of course pos
sible to rebere the barrel for a
slightly larger cartridge, but the ac
B. T. W., Elkton, Mich.
tion would not handle it and It
1. What are the best all round would not be worth while.
sights for a .22 calibre rifle?
Ans. The great majority of hunt Ed. W., ------, Thiensville, Wis.
1. What iis the muzzle energy of
ers of course use the regular sights
supplied on rifled, which are cf the tine 38-40 calibre black powder cart
plain open variety. In some sections ridge, and high velocity at muzzle
of the country the flat top or bhe and at 100 yards?
Ans. The muzzle energy of the
straight bar rear sight with
the
small ‘ ‘U” notch is most popular, 38-40 cartridge, black powder, is 701
while in other sections, the
old ft. lbs.; the high velocity type gives
At 100 yds. the muz
type of sight known as the “ buck- 1,159 ft. lbs.
horn” is most popular.
The gen zle energy of the 38-40 black powder
eral tendency is, however, to
get is 460 ft. Ibis., and of the high Veloc
away from the buekhorn style, and ity 663 ft. lbs.
2. Is the 38-40 large enough for
from a scientific point of view it
has little to recommend it.
The such game as deer, moose, bear and
ivory front sight is very popular as elk, and at wlnat ranges is it effec
is the gold bead front sight. There tive on such game?
Ans. While a large number of
is little choice between these two.
for
The most accurate shootimg can, of rifles of this calibre are used
course, be done with the ’ tang peep bear and deer, I would recommend
sight. Either of the two makes new a more powerful cartridge.
3. Wliat is the muzzle energy. cf
or the market give excellent satisfac
the 44-40 black and high velocity,
tion.
2. What kind of front sight
is and the velocity of the 38-40 and
best to use with a Lyjmaai combina 44-40?
Ans. The figures for the 44-40
tion rear sight?
Ans. A® stated above, choice of cartridge, black powder, are: Muz
High, veloc
sights its so much a matter of in zle energy, 752 ft. lbs.
ity, 1,516 ft. seconds, 1,081 ft. lbs.
The 38-10 cartridge has a muzzle ve
locity of 1,325 ft. second's and with
the high velocity load has a muzzle
velocity of 1,703 ft. seconds.
You think with your head, but you
work with your stomach.
You ieed R. S., Silver City, S. D.
your stomach, hut your stomach feeds
1. What will keep a .22 calibre
your brain, blood and muscle with the
rifle
from leading?
food which it must first digest. When
Ans. Keeping the boTe of a rifle
the stomach goes wrong, the head goes
wrong. When you get a sick headache, absolutely clean will prevent leading
help your stomach with “ L. F. ” A t to a great degree, also do not use
wood’s Medicine, and your head will
soon clear and stop aching. Here is greaseless ammunition as this will
invariably cause leading.
one of many letters to prove it:
W aterville, Maine.
2.
What will remove leading from
My husband is taking the “ L. F .’ same?
Atwood’s Medicine now for dyspepsia
Ans. If the barrel is in- good con
and it is helping him. W e do not feel
that we can get along without it. I dition or not rusty or pitted, a
have taken it for headache and it has brass bristle brush will remove lead
cured me entirely.
ing and when used with: a good ni-tro
Mrs. Abram C. Luce,
R. F. D. No. 40, Box 56. solvent is the best way to clean
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store a rifle anyway.
3. Which has the higher velocity,
or write today for a free sample.
FREE—“ Ye Olde S on ss,“ words and mnaic of the 25-20 or the 25-35?
sixty popular song's sent free on receipt o f 3 out
Ans. The muzzle velocity of the
side yellow wrappers from th e bottles, together
with your opinion of our medicine.
25-20
cartridge is 1,380 ft. seconds
L.F.” MEDICINE CO.,Portland, Me.
do, owing to their mere
temperament.

HELPS HEADACHE

A Sure Remedy
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with the black or low power smoke book contains the latest automobile ihe past week and had good fishing.
less loading, and 1,711 with the high laws of Maine including those passed
This morning the International Pap
velocity loading.
The 25-35 has a at the last session of the Legislature er Company start up their mill for
muzzle velocity of 2,030 ft. seconds. which go into effect in July,
the the summer, and before they com
The 25-35 is of course- very much new fish and game laws, of the state, mence to saw the big booms cf logs
mere powerful, as it has a muzzle the new forestry laws, rules for in the lake, they will load onto the
energy of 1,070 ft. Lbfe., as compared campers, a complete summary of n t- cars and shi-p to their paper mill -at
with the 25-20 high velocity which, able facts about Maine, a list
of Rumford, the huge pile of blocks,
has a muzzle energy of 560 ft.
the standard through routes of trav 20,000 cords of pulp wood that will
4.
Which is the better make ofel in the territory covered by the be made into paper, for some of the
guin-s, the Marlin or Winchester?
road book including statements re leading magazines and newspapers
Ans. This is a question for you garding some of the work which will printed in the United States. Later
to decide.
be in progress during the summer as the beautiful trees from the wilder
well as the best ways, to go- from ness of Maine are nothing but waste
C. L., Winfred, S. D.
place to place; the new regulations paper, and, when as an old news
Kindly tell me the names of some for automobilists entering Canada in paper seen tossed about the city
companies that handle the Maxim cluding tbe special war tax now in streets, seems little like a bit of the
Silencer?
effect, tbe announcement of the Maine forest on the shore o,f the
Ans. The Maxim Silent Fire Arms opening of Mt. Desert Island to auto- Rangeley laikes.
Co., Hartford, Conn.
mobilists, and a scientific statement
On one of the side tracks near the
on the reason why the Maine coast railroad station Jack Dodd, the boss
D. H., Ogden, Utah.
is cool, a complete description of the of a crew of Italian workmen, with
1. Is the ¡315 Automatic rifle big points of interest along the routes his crew are stationed for two weeks
enough for ©Ik, moose or grizzlies?
contained in the book, as well as while working on the main line. Mr.
Ans. I would recommend a more many other feature®.
and Mrs. Dodd in their private car,
powerful rifle.
The book this year has three new which., from a passenger car has been
2. How does the .35 Rem., auto road maps completely revised
and made into a cozy and pretty home,
compare with the .401 and the .351 redrawn and printed in colors as a live on the Maine Central Railroad
auto?
Which kills the best and at noteworthy feature of the
volume. wherever the work is being done. Th<
what range?
These include a general road map of Italians seem happy as in their own
Ans. The best way to answer all the automobile routes in the ter sunny land, and at this time are
this question is to give the ballis ritory covered by the road book, a glad to be in America.
Each crew
tics:
.401 auto, muzzle
velocity sportsmen’s map showing the loca lives in a oar by themselves
and
2,141 ft. seconds; muzzle energy, 2,- tion of every sporting cam,p in Maine, cook their own spaghetti. They sing
037 ft. lbs. .35 Rem. Auto, muzzle together with the lakes, rivers and j and chat in their own language, are
velocity, 2,000 ft. seconds,
muzzle streams, and a Pine Tree Tour map. content and accomplish a great aenergy, 1,776 ft. lbs.
.351 auto, muz There are also city and other maps mount of work.
In a few days they
zle velocity, 1,875 ft. seconds, muz giving details about entering
the will be moved to some other place
zle energy, 1,405 ft. lbs.
cities and the best routes between on the line.
3. Is tbe Winchester auto very points.
popular, and are they used as much
Tbe book is so arranged this year HO W TO C A M P O U T IN C O M F O R T
as some other makes?
that every route can be immediateAns. I cannot answer a question ly found.
The first part of
the
(Continued from page six).
of this sort.
hut
volume contains the Pine Tree Tour, a good plan to carry a cheap
4. My Savage 1914 .22 does not the next the routes given in both fairly accurate 'watch.
The nickel
pull the shell out of the chamber directions.
These are followed by case watches costing from a dollar
when I use long rifles if I shoot the one way routes and the reverse upward are quite good enough. Thé
very many shorts previously.
Is information of some of the Pine Tree watch is best carried in the breast
there a remedy?
I use Rem. “ Des [Tour runs, and then comes the Can pocket and secured with a leather
naok.”
adian section with the automobile thong to the buttonhole of the shirt.
Ans. The peculiarity you notice, routes across the border, the series When the sun is seen the watch
1. e., trouble in u-sing long rifle cart of indexes which this year are the may be made to serve as a crude
ridges after luring shorts is common finest to be found in any road book compass by pointing the hour hand
to all makes of rifles which
are iu the country making its contents t'i the sun, when south will be found
chambered for the .22 long
rifle easily accessible.
The book
this half way between the hour hand and
cartridge.
There is only one rem year is bound in a waterproof, flex the XII on the dial.
However, it
edy, and that is to stop using .22 ible binding.
The paper is tinted is a good plan to carry a small com
shorts.
If you wish to get tbe very so that it may easily he read in pass.
The most dependable kinds
best possible results from your rifle, bright sunshine without affecting the are those contained in a watch case,
it is poor policy to use .22 short car eyes, and the maps are contained in and provided with arrow shaped need
tridges if the rilfle is chambered for a pocket inside the back cover, a les, as the blued bar needle is dif
the .22 long rifle cartridge.
This new feature which will be much ap ficult to read in a dim light.
statement applies with equal force preciated.
The hook is being dis
The hunting or sheath-knife is call
tn all makes of rifles.
tributed through the Maine Automo ed upon to serve many uses, and no
5. Is the .303 good for big game? bile Association Touring Information woodsman would think of venturing
Bureau, 12 Monument Square, Port far without a stout bladed knife at
Is it considered a big game rifle?
land, Maine.
Ans. Yes.
his belt.
In choosing the hunting
[knife, the hard
tempered blade
should he passed by, likewise
the
soft steel affair.
A medium temper
i° by all odds the most dependable,
for it is preferable to have the edge
turn rather than break off short like
a carrot.
A five or six-inch blade
(Special Correspondence.)
is the most useful length, and a good
Bemis, Me., May 31.—With the pas knife may be picked up, with or
sing of the spring days, all look for without hilt, and with leather sheath,
the coming of warm weather. This for one dollar and a half. A med
The Maine Automobile Road Book morning is one of the ideal summer ium large jacknife with three blades
for 1915 was issued this week and days, with a clear sky, and the crisp is also handy for making repairs;
is now being sent out to members of mountain air ladened with the per the “ easy opening” kind, with thumb
The lake hole in handle, is a good companion.
the Maine Automobile Association fume of spruce and pine.
For carrying a supply of matches
and to tourists all over the United is as smooth as glass, and in the
States.
The new road hook
un early morning the fishermen are trol any one of the waterproof boxes sold
doubtedly is one of the finest which ling and casting the fly here in the for this purpose is good.
The metal
The many birds are giving a boxes are waterproof and durable,
has been issued by any State Asso cove.
ciation in tbe country.
It contains free concert and fortunate are those but the screw top boxes of hard
166 routes, covering every part of who from the noisy city are enjoy rubber or vulcanite are fairly tight
Maine and most of New Hampshire, ing this restful spot.
and will float if dropped; fuses will
The log camp some distance above be found handy for lighting the pipe
much of eastern Massachusetts with
the border routes in New Brunswick the main camp, amid the evergreen o^ fire in the wind or rain.—Stillman
and the principal highway between trees on the lake shore, is called the Taylor in Forest and Stream.
the New England states and
the “ Hermitage” and this is where a
city of Quebec.
In
addition the Boston bridal couple, Mr. and Mrs. L O W E L L P A R T Y E N JOY1/NG C A M P
C. Williams are spending their honey
L IF E .
moon days.
Mr. Williams is con
nected with the Youth’s Companion
(Continued from page three)
Company.
pound salmon, also one 4y2 pounds
^1 V'S T
kC
,v < T - '■ ?
Rev. Ft . Thomas J. McLaughlin of and several 3 pounders.- Mr. Har
Farmington, who passed Sunday at rington brought in a trio of salmon
salmon
Bemis and celebrated Mass in the 3 pounds each, a 4-pound
land,
a
3-pound
trout.
Mr.
Heath,
schoolhouse,
is
accompanied
by
Wil
v, - \-riD.
liam Giblin of New York, who has counted only the three trout, each
com® to the Rangeley® for his first weighing 3 pounds.
fishing trip and to-day will go to
One of the parties who are always
The Barker and try his skill with “ happy to come again,” Mr. and Mrs.
J. Mosser of Boston have this week
hook and line.
Otis W. Everett and son, Lewis W. been joined by their friends, Mr. and
Everett of Worcester, Mass.,
who Mrs. P. B. Heintz of Boston, and
have
been
coming
toBemis
for
fif tiie rain and wind do not prevent
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
teen years for the spring fishing are them from having a most delightful
Offers room with hot and
accompanied by diaries E. Holland time here in camp.
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
J.
O. Thompson, Jr., with Geo.
of the same city and the Wigwam
use o f public shower baths.
Cabin will be their home this week. York guide records a 4-pound sal
Nothing to Equal This in New England Yesterday they brought in a 4% mon, and Mrs. S. D. Sherwood of
pound trout as a sample of what they Springfield, Mass., one of 3% pounds.
Rooms with private baths
Miss Faye Worthley of Rangeley
intend to catch before the middle of
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
June.
A 4-pound trout and several is a week-end guest of Mrs. Burns.
for $4.00 per day and up.
Several parties have engaged rooms
smaller trout and salmon were all
ABSOLU T E L Y FIREPROOF that were reported Sunday, as “ the for over Memorial Day and if the
Strictly a Temperance Hetel
much wanted warm days come there
fish were not biting well.”
Send for Booklet
Elmer H. Young and F. B. Goodwin will be a merry company entertained
STO RER F. CR AFTS
G en .
Manager
of Bethel were here several
days at M.ooselookmeguntic House.
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vices were held from the old home were present.
stead, now occupied by Mrs. John
Corydon, the little sou of Mr. and
Eastman. • Mrs. Libby was an in Mrs. G. A. Proctor celebrated his
dustrious and very estimable woman 4th birthday Saturday by entertain
and a regular church attendant un ing the following guests to a party:
til prevented by failing health. Her Theron Nile, Monette and Sayward
daughters accompanied the remains Ross, Kenneth and Beatrice Colby,
to Exeter.
A re d elig h tfu lly situated on shore, o f L a k e
Kenwood Rowe, Glendon Wilbur,
Parlin on d irect lin e fro m Q u ebec to R a n g e le y
Ice cream, birthday
A large number, among them the Newton Hoar.
L akes, p op u la r th o ro u g h -fa re fo r a u to m o 
biles b ein g a d istance o f 122 m iles ea ch w a y ..
cake
and
assorted
cookies were ser
veterans
and
sons
of
veterans
attend
(Special Correspondence.)
L ake Parlin and the 12 o u t p o n d s in the
radius o f fo u r m iles furnish the b e st o f fly
ed the memorial services at Phillips ved. The cake was white with pink
Rangeley,
June
2.—Mrs.
Will
Hood,
fish in g th e w h o le season T h e h o u se and
decorations and the dining
room
cam ps are n ew and h a v e all m od ern c o n v e n  Mrs. Carroll Russell and little daugh Monday.
iences, such as b aths, ga s ligh ts, o p e n rock
was
attractively
decor:
ted
with
pink
ter were week-end guests of Mr. and
fireplaces, etc. T h e cu isine is .u n e x ce lle d .
Mifes Josephine Rowe lias return
C a n oein g, b o a tin g , bath in g, tennis, m o u n 
and white.
Dainty pink and white
Mrs.
Frank
Badger.
ed
to
her
duties
at
the
stone
station
tain clim b in g a u to m o b ilin g. e tc.
m m
' i
Frank Kempton has so far
im and all are glad to welcome
her Maybaskets, filled with candy were
Jackman. Maine
H.
P.
McKENNEY,
Proprietor,
W rite fo r b o o k le t.
Aletha
Childs
proved as to be able to walk about back.
Miss Rowe is boarding with given each guest.
assisted with the games, which were
a little.
It is not known just when Mrs. Eugene Soule.
Master Cory don re
he will be able to ¡return home.
Wan. Tomlinson is driving a shiny much enjoyed.
ceived
many
nice
gifts.
An
illustrated
talk
on
the
coun
new
express
cart
about
town.
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. tries of the Allies was given at the
RANGELEY, MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Dennison and
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts and
Write for circular.
Free Baptist church Tuesday even sons Hayden and Payson were guests Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. Sweetser
are
HENRY j. LANE,
ing.
Over 100 slides were shown of H. A. Furbish on an auto ride to spending a few day® at Edgar Park
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
They called on friends
and the entertainment was much en Lewiston recently.
Mrs. Tibbetts er’s camp.
joyed.
and son, Hayden, returned Monday in Rangeley Tuesday.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Howard Herrick returned
home night by train while the other mem
The Kempton Lumber Co. suffered
•
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish Tuesday night fnoaii Boston,
having
bers of the party went to Boston. It another loss Thursday, when
two
and hunting. Send for circular.
J o h n 6 a r v i l l e ' s G a m p s ing
GEORGE H.'McKENNEY, Prop.,
received his diploma from Bryant & is expected that Mrs. Furbish will large booms Of logs broke loose, dur
at Spring Lake
Oaratunk, Me.
Stratton Business college, which he be able to accompany Mr. Furbish ing the exceedingly high winds which
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
has been attending the past winter.
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
home.
prevailed last week.
A large numSpring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Mrs. Harry Brown and son and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Quimby and ber of them have already, been Re
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, KANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
On Rangeley Lake.
and Mrs. Guy Brooks were in Phil daughter Marian returned
home cured. w ork is progressing rapidly
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake T h o r o u g h ly m od erp . O n d irect a u to m o b ile lips Monday to attend the funeral o,f Tuesday night.
Miss Quimby from on the new mill and the machinery
rou
te.
T
a
v
ern
all
year.
L
a
k
e
V
ie
w
H
ou
se
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
the late Mrs. Louise Bill, a relative. |her studies and Mr. and Mrs. Quim is arriving.
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. I u l y l t o O c t .
B est fish in g and h u n tin g. B oo k le ts.
Ruckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Perley Morrill is spending the sum by from a short visit.
summer resort. Telephone communications with
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. Guild, Jr., of
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
Raugeley, Maine. ' mer with his sister, Mrs. Fred HinkMiss Bessie Hamden is the guest Stratton were in town recently.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
ley.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Mabel Hoyt of Phillips was
Warren Young of Madrid is at the Harnden for two weeks.
RANGELEY L AK ES
in
Rangeley Wednesday on business.
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write home of his brother, George,
who
Leon Hoar and family and War
for free circular.
Fred Colby was a guest of J. D.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
CAPT. F. C. B AR K ER , Bemis, Maine.
is still very ill.
ren Ross were recent guests of Mr. Vaughan at his home during
the
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Miss Alice Sweetser was operated and Mrs. Rolla. Toothaker, making
recent vacation.
Mr.
Vaughan’s
A famous resort for anglers and hun
on at Dr. Ross’
private hospital the trip in Mr. Ross’ car.
brother was in Rangeley
Friday,
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly Tuesday by JDrs. Bell and Ross. Mrs.
C. M. Cushman has gone to Ken coming to deliver a new Hup
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, fianing
car
begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO., H. B. McCard is substituting for her nebago for the summer, where he for Mr. Vaughan.
Principal Vaugh
Upper
Dam,
Maine.
Maine.
al Mrs. S. B. McOard’s during her will p’uide.
an will assist Jus father demonstrat
enforced vacation. Her many friends
Mrs. James Mathieson was up from ing the Hup car through Somerset
DEAD RIVER REGION
wish for her a speedy recovery.
Indian Rock Monday.
county during the summer vacation.
W E S T
E N D
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Mrs. Geo. Nash of Jackman, who
Appropriate services for Memorial
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca has been visiting relatives in town Day were held at the Free Baptist
H O T E L
CASES A T S U P R E M E C O U R T
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting returned home the latter part of ■church Sunday. The Veterans, Sons
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. the week. Mr. Nash came to ac o^ Veterans and Boy Scouts attended
(Continued from page one.)
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
company her.
in a body.
Special music was pro
Portland,
Maine
A. O. Freeze of Rangeley; cruel and
A. D. Tibbetts left Tuesday
for vided.
abusive treatment.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Portland, where he goes to get Mr.
A surprise party was given Miss
Goldie M. Berry of Strong from
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s
Cunningham’s car.
Greta Oliver at the home of her
Ira S. Berry of Madrid; cruel and
men. All farm, dairy products, pork Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and oneMr. and Mrs. E. I. Herrick, Mrs. aunt, Mrs. Eugene Soule
Monday
and poultry from our own farm, enabl half miles from the railroad and three-fourths
abusive treatment.
mile
from
good
auto
road.
Trout
fishing,
both
I
a ivah Sprague and Mrs.
night.
Miss
Oliver,
who
has
been
Wilmont
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, lake and stream. Rates $12.50 to $16.00 per week; |
Arthur E. Kempton of Phillips
$2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For Patterson Were in Farmington
re spending the winter with her aunt from Ethel B. Kempton of Freeman;
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
particulars address
cently, making the trip In Mr. Her- and attending school, leaves for her
American plan. Send for circular.
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
statutory offense. ''■Custody of minor
rick’s car.
home in Massachusetts at the beginDallas. Maine.
children given to father.
Those
present
/Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown are at-| ning of vacation.
Luira A. Lee of Stratton from W il
BELGRADE LA K E S. M AINE.
Leo Taylor’s for the summer, where were, Irene Kemipton, Thelma Port
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
CAMP
PHOENIX
li am A. Lee of Stratton; desertion.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
they are employed.
er, Cherrie Toothaker, Eddie
FhilIn the veiy heart of Maine’ s Best Fish ard
Myrtle H. Putnam of Phillips from
best trout fianing in Maine.
Game Region. If you like to fish, the name
A party of four young men enjoy- ] brick, Thornton Eastman, Karl OakCHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
SOUR DNAH U N K stands for all that is best in , .
.
_
John A. Putnam, Jr., of Dixfield;
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very
3J1 O U tir g at J. A . R U SSell S C a m p es, Winnie Raymond, Carl Kempton.
cruel and abusive treatment. Libel
center of the famous S O U R D N AH U N K region. r i „ „ f
Assorted cake was served and games
Lively
fighting
trout
at
camp
do.,r.
Write
for
i
Boat
House over Memorial day
THE ATTEAN LAKE GAMPS
ant to resume her maiden name,
particulars. CHAS. A . D AISEY, Propr^ NorMrs. C. C. Murphy enjoyed a brief were enjoyed during the evening.
U nsurpassed fishing, h u n tin g , ca n oein g , baili cross, Me.
Houston.
visit to Farmington and Bangor re
Miss Faye Worthley was a recent
n g and m ou ntain clim bing. S epa ra te c u m i^ fp r
all parties, w ith special a ccom m od ation s fosnsuncently.
guest of Mrs. F. B. Bums.
lies. Sizteen trou t p on d s o f fly a n d bait fishing,
JONES’ G A M P S
and a nev er end o f rivers and stream s.
Miss
Minnie
Haley
is
having
•
a
Mr. and Mrs. Page and Mr. and
EAST WELD
M o s q u ito , M a in e
A u tom ob ile tou rists w ish in g to visit A T T E A N M o x i e P o n d ,
C A M P S , m ay co m e to H old en’ s Garage, on e
two weeks’ vacation from her dut Mrs. Calvert again have rooms
at
The finest trout and salmon fishing here for
m ile from cam p, w h ere m o to r b o a t will m eet
during the Oquossoc House.
We are also
parties. Map and b ook let o f m y territory on j many years. Circulars furnished on application. ies at the Central office,
request..
May 24.
which
time
she
will
spend
a
week
pleased
to
greet
again
Mr.
and Mrs.
R U E L E. H O L D E N , Jackm an, M aine
Mr. and Mrs. Bion W.ing of Phil
Jix Farmington and a week in Port-1 Wm. Estes, who return for another
OUANAN1CHE LODGE and
lips were the gue-sts of Mr. and Mrs.
land.
Mrs. Wilcox is substituting Iseason at the Lake House.
W a r or n o w ar
NORWAY PINES CAMPS
Pierce Pond Gamps
during her absence.
Mrs. E. P. McCard and Mr. I. B. I. H. Buker Thursday night after the
will b e op en on tim e for large trou t and salm on now open for season. Fishing, vacationing and
Lynn Dennison of Phillips is run-1 Toothaker attended the funeral ser- Grange meeting.
fish in g. Best o f referen ce4 furnished.
Send Hunting. Peerless location. Write
for circular. C. A . S pau lding, C aratun k. M<“.
Miss'Minnie Buker visited her par
CHARLES CAM PBELL. Mangh-.
vices of their aunt at Phillips, the
ning the electric lights at present.
Grand Lake Stream, Maine, Washington Co.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Buker Satur
Harrison Amber spent the recent late Mrs. Deck Toothaker.H. A. Furbish, and G. A. Proctor day and Sunday with Mrs. Ralph Mc
vacation at Kennebago.
Go to
were
in Farmington Friday on bus-' Laughlin and little daughter, Amber
Mrs. J. A. Russell was a recent
BLAINE VILES’ .
of East Madrid.
Belgrade Lakes, Me.
guest of her son at Orono. where in ess.
Addison and Mrs. Chas. Sanborn
G.
M.
Esty
is
the
proud
possessor
This well-known house will
she helped him celebrate his
21st
open May 1st to the early fisher-1 Dead River,
Maine birthday. Miss Isbaelle was a guest of a new 1915 model Ford runabout. were called to Avon Sunday on ac
Dr. and Mrs1. F. B. Colby and Dr. count o f the illness of Mrs. Sanborn’s
men ana
and m
the
FishinS> Hunting,
Excellent
men,
e rccnilar
reguiai snmmpr
summer ! modation9>
Reasonable
Prices. Accom- Iof her aunt, Mrs. Ed Greenwood at
and Mrs. A. M. Ross attended the mother, Mrs. Nehemiah Haines.
Phillips.
Special Sunday Dinners.
business under old management.
Miss Florence Sanborn was the
meeting of the Franklin County Med
Mrs. Christanie Libby passed away
guest
over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
ical
association
at
Farmington
Fri
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite fo r free
Thursday noon at the home o f her
b ooklet. D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . P roprietor.
day.
The guests were entertained Asa Brown on the west side of the
daughter, Mrs. Earl Pills bury on the
R o u n d M ou n tain , M aine
at dinner at Hill Crest.
About 40 lake.
Kennebago road, after several years

Lake Parlin House and Camps

LOGS LOST BY
BOOMS BREAKING

Mrs. Libby Passes Away at the
Home of Her Daughter.

I

YO R K C A M P S ,

THE CARRY POND CAMPS

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

FISH IN G

IN THE RANGELEY REGION

C e n t r a l H o u se

LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS

To L et,for the Season

BIRCH ISLAND
CAMPS

of great suffering.

Mrs. Libby’s ear-

COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE HO LEB ,
Al3o motor boat. In the heart of
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.

P A C K A R D 'S G A M P S
R a n g e le y L a k e s
R a n g e le y ,

-

M a in e

Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part^ ridge and duck hunting.

Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps
The ideal place to spend your vaca
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
tion. Write for booklet.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
VAUGHAN CAMPS
T h e S p ecta cle L ake C am ps, w h ich are k n ow n
as th e K ibby Cam ps, h a ve been p urchased b y
m e and are op en for F ish in g and H u n tin g for
th e season o f 1915. A n ideal fam ily su m m er
resort. T e le p h o n e con nS ction s. A m ost b ea u ti
fu l clim ate d u rin g the su m m er m on th s; cool,
even and in v ig ora tin g. Finest D eer H u n tin g
in the State o f Maine. G ood S tream an d L a k e
F ish in g.
Prices reasonable. F o r full p a rtic
ulars. address

FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
E U S T IS .

-

-

M A IN E

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
A N D LOG CAMPS.
Heart, of the Rangeleys. Beet fishing region.
Special J une and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

M A I N F ly llom€ was in Bxeter. Me.
Mrs.
Libby was twice married, her first
husbaind being John McCard,
an
J. E. WILSON, Manager
uncle of S. B. McCard.
Sometime
A Sporting and Recreation ago she suffered from: a shock and
During
Outfit. The best hunting, fish has failed gradually since.
her long illness she has been most
ing, recreation and food o f any
tenderly cared for by her daughter,
camps in the State o f Maine.
Mrs. Earl Fillsbuiry and the last few
weeks, Mrs. John Eastman of Exeter
also a daughter has been with her.
Besides the above named daughters,
will be opened June 1, fo r the she is also survived by two sons,
season o f 1915. The home o f the Fred McCard of Corinth and J. Linwood McCard of Kenduskeag. Pray
big fish. Send for booklet.
GREEN BROS., Eustis, Maine er was offered at the home by H. A.
Childs.
The remains were
then
taken to Exeter, 'where funeral ser-

JIM POND CAMPS

BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
ON MILLMAGASSETT LAKE

Trout Fishing That Is
address O x Bow, Me.

Fishing,

Post office

The Residue.

“After coal, what?” asks an es
teemed, in manner of speaking, con
temporary. Our own experience in
dicates ashes, to be followed at more
or less long intervals by an ash
wagon.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

S UB SCRIBE N O W FOR M A I N E
WOODS.

SPORTSMEN AND TOURISTS
We are the only people in the East
selling direct to the Consumer.
Before purchasing your supplies,
drop a line and get our prices. We sell
our goods at a wholesale price, there
fore saving you money on your pur
chases. Season advancing. Give us
a try.

CONGRESS SALES BUREAU,

BIC RESULTS
FR O M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don't want.

,

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you.

Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
M AINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

Portland, Me.

.

M A IN E

RESPECTED LAD Y
PASSES A W A Y

WOODS,
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ton took an automobile ride to Liv- Dr. C. W. Bell.
ermdhe Falls Saturday.
Mrs. Belle Knowlton of Brunswick
Miss Lottie Brackley, who is at spent a few days in town recently,
tending High school here, was
a the guest of her son, Ralph Knqwlton.
week-end guest of her parents, Mr. and family.
and Mrs. Frank Brackley in Free
The friends of Dr. W. S. Lovejoy
man.
are glad to know he is able to be

9

week.
Mr. Johnson sold a colt to
parties in Livermore and was lead PURE RICH BLOOD
ing it to Farmington, Mrs. Johnson
PREVENTS DISEASE!
was driving the team, when
the
t Bad blood is responsible for more j
colt became frightened and jumped ailments than anything else.
It J
into the wheel, overturning the car causes catarrh, dyspepsia, rheuma
riage and throwing Mrs.
Johnson tism, weak, tired, languid feelings
In some way she injured her \ and worse troubles.
Harrison Gammon, who was a re- out, although unable to use Ms hand out.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been
spine and is in a very serious conj cent guest of friend's in town, has yet.
dition.
Her friend's hope for berj wonderfully successful in purifying
; returned to Ms home in
Villard,
Mr. and Mrs. 'Frank Vaughan of
and enriching the blood, removing
Minn.
Mr. Gatnimon was in poor Norridgewock passed through town speedy recovery.
scrofula and other humors, anti
health.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird, son building up the whole system. Take
Friday en route for Rangel ey.
(Special Correspondence.)
Dr. Richard H. Stubbs and family
Mr. and Mrs. Justin
McLeary, Raymond, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brad it—give it to all the family so as to
Strong, June 1.—W hiting Butler
Ruth ford and Mrs. Ellen KMkenny, Mr. avoid illness. Get it today.
and family of Farmington were in of Augusta were recent guests of rel daughter Algie, and Misses
atives
and
friends
in
town.
Milliken
and
Madeline
Brown
of
Far and Mrs. Fred W. Look and son,,
town Sunday, the guests of Mr. But
Mrs. Dr- H^Leighton is spending a mington were in town Monday, the Bcrehrd, were in New Portland Wed- er> MelUe Bradford, who was called
ler’s sister, Mrs. Elisha. Landers.
|few days with her parents, Mr. and guests of D. E. Leighton and family. nesday afternoon to attend the funyjew Portland to attend the fun
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Edwards of
1Mrs. William Blanding at Farmingeral
of
Benjamin
Kilkenny.
|
eral
of her uncle, Benjamin
KL1Niel
Luce
and
Clifton
Toothaker
of
Auburn were guests of Dr. and Mrs.
j ton Falls.
the
University
of
Maine,
Qrono,
Mrs.
Ellen
Burbank
has
been
quite
kenney.
C. W. Bell several days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Ramsdell have arrived home for their summer ill the past week, suffering
from
Dr. q w . Bell was called to MadThey returned (home
Wednesday
Iand daughter, Irene were
recent vacation.
grip.
i rid Monday afternoon on professionmorning.
guests at Henry Ramsdell’s, coming
Joseph Vaughan, principal of the | Mr. and Mrs. Go,uld Porter, Miss j a! business.
He returned Tuesday
Mrs. Elvira Vining is working at from Farmington to attend the wed
High school at Rangeley was in town Mary Porter and Mrs. Mellie Wing of noon. *
Farmington for Mrs. Charles W. Nor ding of their son and brother, ShirMonday, the guest of his cousin, North Anson were in town Sunday, j Isaiah Welch remains very criticalton for a few weeks.
! ley M. Ramsdell.
Fred W. Look.
calling on relatives and friends.
|iy jjj, his friends are sorry to know.
Mrs. Horatio Luce, son Donald,
Dr. Elmer J. Brown of Stratton
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Farmer of KingMrs.
Ralph
Starbird
has
been
quite
i
The Camp Fire Girls will give their
Misses Florence Luce and. Anna Nor- ; was in town Saturday, the gueM of field were in town Monday, calling
i'1 the past few days, suffering from j first entertainment Friday evening,
on relatives.
a severe cold.
> ¡June 4. The entertainment will conMrs. Florence Jackson of Auburn
Don't neglect a summer cold.
A :
G IV E S I N S T A N T A C T I O N
Mrs. Foster, daughter Miss
Lou sjg^ 0f the farce, “ Sylvia’s Aunts,”
is
in
town
visiting
her
daughter,
bronchial cough cau se s b roken sleep
Foster and friends from
Boothbay drill and songs, after which will be
and lowers your vitality. F c le y 's Hon
E. H. Whitney, druggist,
reports Mrs. A. C. Robbins.
Harbor came Saturday by automobile a sociable.
Candy will be on, sale.
William O’Connor has
gone to and visited until Monday with their
and Tar Compound soothes
and that A SINGLE DOSE of simple buck
It is hoped this entertainment will
¡New
York
to
spend
the
summer.
heals raw, inflamed m em b ran es, stops thorn bark, glycerine, etc., as com
daughter and sister, Mrs. Edmund he well attended, as it is their first
tickling in throat and clears stuffy,! pounded in Adler-i-ka, the German Mrs. O’Conner and son, Francis exf Sprague.
attempt and they and their guardian,
wheezy breathing. Contains no opi appendicitis remedy, stops constipa pect to join him in a few weeks.
Mrs. Mary Keen has been ill the Miss Flint, have put much hard work
The
ladies
of
the
Methodist
church
ates; children like it; good for all tion or gas on the stomach IN
past few days, suffering from a se into it to have it a grand success.
colds, coughs, croup and bronchial af STANTLY.
Many Phillips people held their annual fair and entertain vere cold.
The price of admission is 25 cents.
ment last week.
Although the af
fections.
R. H. Preble.
are being helped.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Starbird, son
ternoon of the sale was very rainy, Elwin and daughter, Miss
Marion
RAMSDELL— CRANDALL
a large number of patrons were pre- j Starbird of Scion were in town Mon
sent and in the early evening near
day, the guests of C. V. Starbird and
(Special to Maine Woods.)
ly every booth was ‘‘sold out.” The
family.
Strong, June 1.—A pleasant wed
hall was very prettily decorated and j Mrs. Dana Gray and her mother.
ding occurred at the home of Mr.
each booth was handsomely and |Mrs. Anna Bangs were in Lewiston
and Mrs. J. H. Ramsdell, at Maple
tastefully arranged.
Much
credit !
recently.
way farm in Strong, Wednesday
W
0
i.- due Mrs. Edith Starbird,
Mrs. j Miss Ada Smith, a teacher in
evening, May 26, when their adopted
Flora Pease and Mrs.
Marguerite1Kingfield, spent the week-end in
daughter, Miss Effje Irene Crandall
*
____i
Will for the excellent entertainment! town, visiting relatives and friends.
was united in marriage with
Mr.
Thursday evening.
The following! She returned Monday night.
Ramsdell’s nephew, Shirley M. Ramsip**
program was carried out: Piano solo,
Mr- and Mrs. Leon Longley of Nor diell of New Vineyard.
Only the
Mrs. Will and Miss Mitchell; song, way visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charles vc ry near relatives and a few friends
|Primary school children; recitation,
Luce a few days recently.
were present.
The ceremony was
Nelson Kellogg; song, Intermediate
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Starbird, son,impressively performed by Rev. John
school children; violin solo, Seaton Raymond, Mrs. Mattie Hinds and son
Dunstan, piaster of the
Methodist
i i w
Cook; recitation, Percy
Sample;
Philip were in Phillips Monday, th e ■church.
The double ring service
,1« U »
¡’S
! quartet, Mrs. C. V. Starbird, Mrs.
guests of Warren Hinds and family. ; was used.
The bride was prettily
M. A. Will, Mrs. Roy Lewis, Mrs.
is j m « a
Rev. John Dunstan preached
an gowned in a dress of old-rose satin
j s, a n c a
Ralph Starbird; Sunflower club; rec excellent sermon Sunday
-■- J» E
mi el lnBi" .
morning messaline with pearl trimming and
itation, Oiarence Huff; Daisy song, from Matthew 6th chapter, 6th, verse.
. j aenaaoesmlL
white lace.
She carried a bouquet
Í b a s s a »]
ti « n aoa■aaUa
Intermediate children;
solo, Rev. He had a large'and appreciative au
of lilies of the valley.
Mrs. Rams
George Ninde; farce, “Aaising
the
dience.
dell Is one of Strong’s most estima
Wind” with the following taking part:
Children’s Day will be observed at ble young ladies.
The groom
is
Manley Whiting, Mrs. Flora Pease, the Methodist church, June 13.
one of New Vineyard’s highly respect
Miss Hazel Mitchell, Mrs. Marguer
Verne Richardson, a clerk in Dag ed and prosperous young
farmers.
ite Will, Clyde Vining, and Menzor gett and Will’s store, was quite ser
Their many friends unite in wish
A. WML A large sum was realized iously burned one day last
week ing them a long and happy life to
fr\>m the sale and entertainment.
while soldering with
a gasoline gether.
H EN
y o u ’ re b e h in d w ith
The many friends of Mrs. ^lorton lamp.
The lamp exploded and he
Mr. and Mrs. Ramsdell will be at
y o u r w o r k , w ith o n ly a fe w •
Vaughan ane sorry to know that she was badly burned on his face and
home after June 1st., at Pine Nook
is very Ml at her cottage on Taylor one hand.
m i n u t e s in w h i c h to g e t
He was taken to Dr. farm in New Vineyard.
Hill.
Bell’s, where he was made as com
s u p p e r — th en the h a n d y N E W
Mr. and Mrs. Thaxter Cook and fortable as could he expected.
He
RETURNING THANKS.
P E R F E C T IO N
O IL
C o o k sto v e
little son of Farmington were in is, however, gaining rapidly now and
town Sunday, the guests of her sis wiP soon be able to he out.
h e lp s y o u to h u r r y .
In*behalfof James E. Cushman Post
ter, Mrs. Herbert Cook and family.
E. B. Johnson and party of Liver Band for music, to the citizens who
The Strong High school base ball more Falls were in town one . day cur sincere thanks to the Phillips
I t lig h ts at th e to u c h o f a m a tc h ,
team went to New Sharon Saturday last week.
Bandformusic, to the citizens
who
a n d c o o k s as rapid ly as a gas stove.
and played with the New
Sharon
Berchard Look was given a sur so kindly furnished automobiles for
IHigh school and won the game 4 to prise birthday party last
It reg u la tes h i g h o r lo w , m e r e ly b y
Monday soldiers unable to march, to
the
12 in the 13th inning.
raisin g o r lo w e r in g th e w ic k .
It is
night in the form of a huge may- Federated Church for the bountiful
Miss Gladys Haines of West Far- basket. It was his 16th birthday, May ¡dinner, to Rev. M. S. Hutchins for
easy to o p e ra te , easy to cle a n , easy to
¡mington is visiting at the home of 39th.
After each one was caught his excellent address, to the teach
H. N. Luce.
r e -w ic k .
al’ went into the house and enjoyed ers and scholars of the sub-primary,
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Page of King- the time in games, sociability and a primary, intermediate and grammar
Ifield were in town
recently, the general good time. During the even schools and to all others who in any
S o ld in 1, 2 , 3 and 4 b u rn e r sizes b y
guests of relatives.
They also at- ing Mrs. Look served ice cream and way contributed to the exercises
h a r d w a re , fu rn itu re and d e p a rtm e n t
1tended the Memorial dinner, which assorted cake.
Those present were: which mad,e the services of Memor
stores e v e r y w h e r e .
was held in Bates’ hall.
Only a Holman Daggett, Clarence
Tash, ial Day a complete success.
i
few soldiers were present.
Floyd Smith, Ralph Eustis, GLendon
William True, Commander of Post.
Som ething new. A s k y o u r dealer to
Mrs. Olive Dodge is quite ill, suf Partridge, Maurice Leighton, Marion : Jamies Morrison, Adjutant.
fering from a severe cold.
s h o w y o u th e N E W P E R F E C T I O N
Richardson, Carolyn Winslow, Flor- PliiHips, June 1, 1915.
The Strong High school team play ice Winslow, Hazel Rounds, Lot
N o . 7 w ith th e fireless c o o k in g o v e n .
ed here Monday afternoon against tie Brackley, Faye, Mitchell.
C A R D OF T H A N K S .
Also the P E R F E C T IO N
Water
Anson Academy, wining the game
Friends were grieved to learn of
We wish to express our thanks
17 to 3 in Strong’s favor.
H e a t e r ; it g iv es y o u p le n ty o f h o t
the death of Mrs. Elvira, wife of
, Mrs.- Richard Johnson met with a Dexter Toothaker, which occurred and appreciation to the friends who
r u n n in g w a te r a n d m a k e s y o u in d e 
.. .
, 'so kindly assisted us in any
way
very painful accident one day last Tuesday morning of. this
week. Al- ,
p e n d e n t o f th e dirt a n d d r u d g e ry o f
...
p „'in our recent trouble and bereavethough she has been critically ill ^or ment
Also for the beautiful flowth e h o t in c o n v e n ie n t coal ra n ge.
several weeks andNit has been known j
K E E P THE B A L A N C E UP.
that "It was impossible for her to ers sen
Mrs. Rilioda A. Smith,
It has been truthfully said that any recover, yet her death was a great
Mr. Orrin Pray.
She
disturbance of the even balance of sorrow to her many friends.
health causes serious trouble.
No was a most worthy, admirable and
Dye From IVcttleo.
She will be greatbody can be too careful to keep this lovable woman.
A fine yellow dye is produced from
balance up.
When people begin to lv missed in her home and by her the roots of nettles boiled in alum.
lose appetite, or to get tired easily, friends.
She leaves a husband and The juice of the stalk and leaves ia
OH
the least imprudence brings on sick several brothers and sisters, besides used to dye woolen stuffs a brilliant
and permanent green.
ness, weakness, or debility. The sys many other relatives.
tem needs a tonic, craves it,
and
Miss Florice Winslow substituted in
F o r b est results use S O C O N Y
should not be denied it; and the best the Intermediate grades Wednesday
A Mistake Made By Many.
bran ds of
kerosene
oil.
tonic of which we have any know afternoon in. the absence of the teaehWhen you suffer pains and aches
ledge is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
What
by day and sleep disturbing bladder
this medicine has done in keeping
COMPANY OF
YORK
weakness by night, feel tired, nervous
To
Sleep
Well
in
Summer.
healthy
people
healthy,
in
keeping
P rin cip a l S ta n c o »
Buffalo
Slight inflammation of the bron and run down, the kidneys and blad
up
the
even
balance
of
healibh,
gives
New York
'
Boston
it the same distinction as a preven chial tubes causes a distressing der should be restored to healthy,
Albany
It is a
tive that if enjoys as a cure.
Its cough and makes sleep impossible. strong and regular action.
mistake
to
postpone
treatment.
Foley
early use has illustrated the wisdom Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
Kidney
Pills
put
the
kidneys
in
stops
that
annoying
tickling
and
re
of the old saying that a stitch,
in
w tm m
time saves nine.
Take Hood’s for lieves the racking, tiring cough. Good sound, healthy condition and keep
R.
H.
for all coughs, colds, croup and bron-jthem active and strong.
appetite, strength, and endurance.
Prebfè.
R. H. Preble.
Advt chjal affections.

Ladies of M. E. Church Hold
Annual Sale and Good
Sum Realized

ey

MEALS ARE NEVER LATE

W
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for it to be shipped there from Au- .
Stanton and daughter Grace and John rell visited friends in Rangeley over
gusta.
This has the State seal, elab
Sunday.
Carville of Farmington were in town
orately designed in colors on a glass
Sunday.
The Sabbath school contest between,
globe six feet in diameter. ' It wilL
J. W. Jordan of Farmington has the Reds and Blues closed Sunday,
be lighted in the evening and will
May 23.
The Reds won. They were
been here for several days.
add much, to the attractiveness of
served
to
a
very
nice
supper
in
the
The Harrington moving pictures ex
the building from the ^uitside.
In
hibited at French’s ball
Saturday church Friday evening, May 21, by
addition
to
the
splendid
exterior
the Blues.
night.
lighting system, it will he a striking
L. P. Hinds of Kingfield was a
Clifton Shillings has been quite
ornament.
All lights will be thrown
sick with tonsillitis for a week. Mrs. business caller in town last week.
on the building and illumination will
(Special Correspondence.)
Joe
Knowles
of
Maine,
who
wen
Miss Lillian Taylor has gone to
more
Kingfield, June 1.—Charlie Dol Skillings of North Anson is visiting
fame as the “ back to nature” artist be made in this manner as
Arnold Pond to work.
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Fred
Skillings.
ly'er caught, a 2-pound salmon at Shil
and who visited Lewiston and other effective than from lights placed a
Miss Inza Welch, has gone to
R. D. Knapp went to Farmington
cities in tills State on his way out the building.
oh pond Sunday.
Spring Lake to do table work.
A company of gypsies between 30 Wednesday for Ills new Ford auto.
to “ civilization,” recently
had
a
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Brown of
and 40 in number camped at the
thrilling experience in Otroville, Cal
J. M. Dolbier is working at Salem
Depends on the Man.
Jackman, formerly of Bigelow, were
Hammond field Saturday night and fo r Edgar Wills and Mr. Ellsworth.
ifornia.
A special dispatch from
Any woman can have any man sh«
Sunday
guests
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
E.
passed through Kingfield village at
thigt place to the San Francisco Ex likes if she pursues him vigorously
F. E. Voter and party of FarmingJ. Brown.
4.30 creating quite a little excite ton were in town Sunday.
aminer says:
enough or eludes him—either does.
'Miss Nettie Bernis is doing table
ment.
A number drove by auto and
Mrs. Blanche Small acted as tele
“ Joe Knowles the nature man, Lies There are two ways for a woman
team to the Hammond field Sunday phone operator during the absence work at Mt. Bigelow Camps.
seriously injured at Belden, in the to get what she wants. Either chase
Dr. C. E. Bell of Strong was a Feather river canyon, as the result It for all she is worth, or run from it
tv see them in camp.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Watson Sat
Mrs. Addie Russell, who died Fri urday and Sunday.
professional caller
in
town last of an accident that occurred on Sun in the same manner. It depends on
the man.—“ Time o’ Day,” by Dorii
day in Newton, Mass., where
she
The baseball game between' the week.
day.
Knowles has been having mov Egerton Jones.
had been living since November with Kingfield and Strong High schools
Oramandal Blanchard is building a ing pictures taken depicting his life
her son, was well known here, hav was won by the Strong team, score piece of State road through the vil in the wilds.
On Sunday he was
ing passed considerable time during 12 to 6.
The game was played at lage.
showing hefw lie forded streams
the last few years with her brother, Kingfield.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Greene re on
improvised
rafts.
His
raft
George H. Winter.
Sihe was
a
H. R. McKenney, FI awe Vose and turned to their home in Skowhegan broke up on the rapids of the
daughter of the late John Winter and others passed Friday, Saturday and the first of the week.
Feather and he was hurled into the
about 62 years of age.
She
had Sunday at the Railroad cottage. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor and little water.
He was dashed from rock
been in poor health for some time.
and Mrs. D. H. Cushman were
at daughter, Florence of Bingham were to rock and was saved only by the
Earle Hutchins, accompanied
by Riverside cottage Friday for a day’s guests of relatives in
town last heroic action of D. M. Wiley and G.
his mother, Mrs. W. H. Hutchins, fishing.
Monuments, Headstones,
week, making the trip by automo W. Johnson who managed to
get
was in Farmington Friday on court
J. H. Perry of Boston is visiting bile.
ropes to the drowning man. He was
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
business.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert
E. H. Grose is painting
Hotel sc badly battered and cut by the
and
Mrs. Mary E. Small kept house for Perry.
Blanchard.
There aremany auto rocks that his life was at first des
Mrs. O. C. Dolbier Saturday and Sun
A. R. Henderson went to Eustis mobile parties coming eachday bring paired of.
Reports from Belden to Cemetery W ork o f all Kinds
day.
b^ auto Sunday for Mrs. Henderson, ing fishermen.
The sporting camps night, however, were that he was
J.
M- Dolbier and family, Carl York
who has been there visiting since are having a large run of business still alive.”
and family, Mrs. Carl Cole and Mrs. Friday.
thus far this season.
PHILLIPS
ME.
John Thomas drove to the Hammond
The following pupils of the Gram
field Sunday.
mar school are training for a base
All orders by mail or in person
O. C. Dolbier is building a house bail team for next fall, these boys
promptly attended to.
for Leonard Hutchins on the lot will then be in the 8th and
9th
opposite Ben Spencer’s.
grades:
George Harnden, Hayden
The K. H. S. drama, which was Hewey, Albert Holway, Clifford Stev
given at Stratton Friday
evening ens, Kendric Libby, Vaughan Huse,
was a financial success.
Errol McKenney, Charlie
Dolbier,
H. L. Elliott was on a fishing trip
headquarters for everything
Miss Laura Abbott of Waterville is Claude McMullen, Lionel Wilber, at Upper Dam last week.
-----------in the hardware line
visiting her sister, Mrs. Gilbert Arthur French, Guy Phillips,
Asa
Sidney J. Vaughn and Rlaph. Wil
Through the courtesy cf the Rick- !
Boyce.
Small.
The officers chosen Monday liams spent several days at the lakes
er Brothers of Poland Spring,
the
s
C. E. Chamberlain, who has been night for this association were, Miss
last week, fishing.
Good ofrtune Maine Medical Association, an organ- i c
.
n
.
c
a partner in the C. O. Wilkins Com •Annah Facnum, manager; Claucle Mc
attended them ais was attested by izaticn of 500 members, will be their ! ®UPP
pany, has bought out the business Mullen, captain; Asa Small, treasur
the fine catch of trout and salmon guests June 9-10, at the annual sesand will continue the same, which er.
which they brought home with them. sion of the association. Dr. Bartis the manufacture of spinning roll
C. B. Gordon has bought a driving
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Sanborn, Cloyd lett of Norway, president of the as- j __
^
n i. l
r..i
bosses.
horse of Leonard Knowlton of New and Merle Swett enjoyed the fishing sociaticn, Dr. Cummings of Lewis-I
Oil,
Rev. C. J. Longley and family Portland.
at Lake Webb recently. While there ton, councilor, and Dr. Scannen, Dr.
started for Caribou Thursday.
Chas. Vose of Livermore is stop they were the guests of Mrs. San
Webber, Dr. Nesis, and Dr. Bolster of j
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Winter
and ping for a time with his brother, E.
born’s sister, Mrs. Cola Conant. Lewiston, representing the commit-1
We buy for the lowest spot cash
sons and Miss Ann ah Fairnum went L. VoseThey returned hcpne with a nice tee of arrangements, recently held 1 prices and give our customers the
to Rumford Friday, where they will
Marie Merchant was presented wit string of trout and salmon.
a conference with the owners
of I benefit of the same.
visit at Miss Farnum’s home
for a maybasket Monday evening,
by
Philo B. Clark, wife and eon, Poland Spring, to talk over plans for !
several days, returning Monday.
several of h er•schoolmates.
Philo, have returned from an outing the annual meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Porter Russell of
Dr. E. ^E. Russell of Farmington at Pleasant Island Camp, Cupsuptic.
Newton, Mass., were guests last week! was in town Tuesday.
Mr. Clark caught a seven-pound sal
of Mrs. G. H. Winter, going from
Mrs. L. P. Hoslev is teaching at mon and Master Philo laaided a
r. r.
•here to Stratton.
the Stanley High school during the three- pounderThe annual meeting of the King- absence of Miss Lillian Brown, who
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Harris
field Savings Bank will be held at is ill.
and Mr. and Mrs. George G. Brown
the bank building Saturday, June 5.
went to Mooselookmeguntic
House
A very high wind prevailed follow
last Saturday, a week, and remained
ing the rain of Wednesday, May 26,
REED'S MILL.
until Wednesday.
They caught the
and the temperature dropped below
lawful amount of fish, among which
freezing.
Ice formed from
oneJune 1.
Mrs. Brown caught a 5% pound trout
ALSO
fourth to one-half an inch in thick
Tlie Maine State Agricultural So
Rev. J. B. Coy, Free Baptist State 3V2 pound salmon and two 2y2 pound
ness Thursday morning. Thursday Missionary, preached in the church
ciety trustees met in Lewiston Tues
Furniture
o f ; All Kinds
trout.
Mrs. Harris caught several
and Friday the telephone and elec last Sunday.
day and voted to loan the
tanks
His talk was
very 2% pound trout.
The party
con
tric wires were torn down and badly much enjoyed by all.
A meeting ducted a fishing contest, Mr. Harris that are used during the State fair
crossed.
was held Monday evening when Rev. and Mrs. Brown on one side and Mr. every year, to the association and
Mrs. Robert Treat Whitehouse of Mr. Coy spoke again.
in these will he shown a great var
P h illip s ,
M a in e
Brown and Mrs. Harris on the other
Portland will speak Thursday even
iety of fish under the care of T. A.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Pomeroy of side.
and
Mr. Harris and Mrs. Brown
ing, June 3, at the W. C. T. U. Con Livermore Falls and Mr. and Mrs.
James, curator of the State fish and
STRONG - MAINE.
won the contest.
On account of Mr.
vention.
She is said to be an in Charles Bryant and two children of
game department.
This courtesy on
Brown’s not knowing how to fish,
teresting speaker and much in de North Jay were guests at Mr. and
the part of the State ,faair society is
he pulled out a trout seven , inches
mand to speak at suffrage meet Mrs. F. H. Hathaway’s over Sunday.
much appreciated and those who hav
long and had to throw it back into
ings and gatherings of club women.
visited that exhibition in Lewiston
The company comprised four genera the lake.
Mr. Harris did a little
L. P. Hinds was at Stratton the tions, of which Mrs. Sarahs Pomeroy,
will understand what (sart of exhibit
Office over N ational Bank.
better than Mr. Brown.
first of the week for several days.
this will be.
These tanks are 20
aged 95, was the oldest.
Phillips,
;
Maine
Dr. O. W. Simmons is in Boston
feet long and have compartments in
Miss Annie Leathers of Bates Col
Both ’ Phones
for a few days.
which fish of different sizes will
lege will preach in the church at 2
Those at Tufts Pond Saturday and o’clock next Sunday, June 6.
be confined.
Trout, salmon
and
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. O. C.
other varieties will be furnished by
Miss Bffie Carville of Farmington,
J. BLAINE MORRISON
Dolbier and daughter Nyra, Mrs. O. who has been a guest of her sister,
the department of which Harry B.
I. Landers, son Frank and daughter Mrs. Milford Dunham for some time
Austin
is
chairman.
Hon. John S. P. H. Wilson of Au
Sibyl, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Watson,, has been very ill, but is somewhat burn is at Magalloway on a
few
The bag globe Which Jbas been in
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Whitten, W. E. better at this writing.
days’ fishing tripMr. Wilscn, a storage since the State House was
Farrar, Kenneth Whitten, Fay Lane,
former chairman' of the Inland Fish rebuilt, will be set up over the enr Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insurance
Robert Clark, Harry Durrell, W. J.
eries and Game
Commission of trance to the exposition building, the
STRATTON
Gurley.
Maine, is a skilled manipulator of loan having been secured and Coun
C. L. Stevenson has returned to
the fly-rod and knoiws hew it feels cillor John C. Scates ¡has arranged
University of Maine for his final ex
June 1.
to be “ high line,” says the Lewis
aminations.
E. S. Jones has gope to Wintbrop ton Sim.
DENTIST
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis
and to work for Walter Taylor on a farm
To Preserve Your Health.
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Evenings by
daughter of Turner visited at C. D. he has recently purchased.
The
kidneys
are
the
great
health
Mrs. S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
Lander’s Sunday.
preserves.
Rheumatism, backache, appointment.
Jones will go as soon as school
WOODS A N D
R EA D A L L
Mr. Bray of Turner visited
his closes.
headache, sore muscles, stiff joints
T H E LOC AL N E W S .
5000 C ords
grandfather, Hiram Hutchins, Sun
come when the kidneys are out of
The Misses Rena and Ruby BnrPeeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulporder and fail to properly filter the
day.
T H I R T Y - S I X FOR 25 C E N T S
wood wanted, delivered at any station
John Stevens of Turner called on
blood.
Foley Kidney Pills tone up on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. Rfriends in town Sunday.
Not For Men Only.
Dr. King’s New Life Pills are now tired and diseasied kidneys, banish between Farmington and Rangeley and
Sheriff and Mrs. W. B. Small, son
Women suffer as much as men do supplied in well-corked glass bottles, backache and stop sleep disturbing between Strong and Salem.
A . W . M c L e a r y , P hillips, Me.
from indigestion and constipation and containing 36 sugar
R. H. Preble.
coated white bladder troubles.
require the same scientific remedy pills, for 25<f.
One pill with a glass
Strength comes from well digested
to keep the stomach sweet, the liver of water before retiring is an aver
Call at the Phillips Home Bakery for your fresh bread,
and thoroughly assimilated food. active and the bowels regular. Foley
age dose.
Easy and pleasant
to cookies, cakes, cream puffs, pies, doughnuts and hot rolls.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones the diges
Cathartic Tablets are wholesome and take.
Quick lunches served at all times. Board and lodging by the
Effective and positive in re
tive organs, and thus builds up the
cleansing; do not gripe or cause sults.
Cheap and economical to use. day or Week.
strength.
If you are getting “ run
We also carry a good line o f confectionery, cigars and cold
nausea.
Stout people say this is the Get a bottle to-day, take a
dose
down,” begin taking Hood’s at once.
Farm ers’ ’ Phone 18-22one cathartic that takes away that to-night—your Constipation will be drinks.
It gives nerve, mental and digestive
over-full and clogged-up feeling.
R. relieved in the morning.
36
for
H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h illip s , M e.
strength.
H. Rreble.
25<£., at all Druggists.

BOYS TRAINING
FOR BALL TEAM

JOE KNOWLES’
RAFT BROKE

Many Visit Tuft’s Pond Satuaday
and Sunday

“Back to Nature” Artist Has Thrill
ing Experience in California.

No. Franklin
Marble Works
Phillips, Maine.

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

SOME RUMFORD
FISHERMEN

THE RICKERS
TO ENTERTAIN

Maine Medical Association to Be Phillips Hardware Co.
Guests at Poland Springs.

Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith
tes, Doors, Windows, otoves,
Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport
¡ng Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Mnresco, Gasoline, Cylinder
Automobile Supplies, etc.

Phillips Hardware Co.

BIG DISPLAY
T)
OF MAINE FISH

Curator James to Be In Charge at
Portland Exposition.

Mattresses,
Pillows.

C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C. Higgins, M. D.

ALL AROUND
THE STATE

A ttorney - a t - Law

D r. W . J. C arter,

IVIATNE

WOODS.

P H IL L IP S ,

PROBATE NOTICES.

At a Pinabate Court field at Farmington, 1m and far the County of
ftamkLiin, on the third Tuesday of
May, iJ1 the yea/r of our Lord one
1 thousand nine ¡hundred and fifteen,
following matters having
been
presented for the action hereinafter
indicated, it Is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all per
sons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be pnblislhied three
veeks BUceesisiYefly in fch©
Maine
Woods, a newspaper published
at
Phillips, in said County, that they
jaay appear at a Probate Court to
he held at said Farmington, on the
thirdTuesday of June, A. D. 1915, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon if they see cause.
Henry T. Kimball, late of Rangeley, deceased. Petition for Probate
of will, presented by Harry V. Kim
ball, the executor named therein.
Sarah T. Kimball, Late of Ra/nge' ley, deeased.
Petition for Probate
({ will, presented by Harry V. Kim
ball, the executor named therein.
Jonathan Dill, late of W eld, deceas
ed. Petition for
administration,
presented by Florida E. Higgins.
Charles Fairbanks, late
of Phillipe, deceased.
Petition ofr license
to sell real estate, presented by Fred
C. Fairbanks and Chester A.
Fair
banks, executors.
Thaddeus R. Barker, late of Phil
lips, deceased.
Petition for con
firmation of Trustee, presented by J.
Blaine Morrison.
J. H. Thompson. Judge of said Court.
Attest: Daniel B. Belclier, Register.
-------------- — ---------------------------------

Gertrude Morrison

AD it been for the corona
tion of a king, not more
care could the two have
bestowed on the selec
tion of that suit. Ripton,
the easy-going^ he of the
shambling gait, untidy
linen, green socks and dingy brown tie,
suddenly critical, corrective, a veri
table connoisseur.
"Something nobby,” suggested the
well-meaning Shelby, selecting from
his samples a pronounced plaid and
forgetting that what well became his
old good-natured, tubby style might
set differently on his elderly friend.
"Something less ostentatious,” Ripton would insist. “Nothing bizarre
nor rococo.” Shelby guessed the new
words from the rejection of his sam
ples.
"Gray, exactly to match.”
“ Of course, now, it’s your funeral,”
Shelby would acquiesce in cheerful
regret. Ripton consented to a hand
kerchief bordered with color.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Shelby began t that day he started
leisurely up the hill to find Ripton. It
N O T IC E . * .
was spring—real spring.
“ W hew!” he panted, dropping
The subscriber hereby gives notice heavily into a chair that commented
that he has been duly appointed ad
ministrator with the will annexed of
¥
the estate of Josephine D. W ing late
of Phillips in the County of Franklin,
deceased, and given bonds as the law
directs.
All persons having
de
mands against the estate of said de1 ceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
J. Blaine Morrison.
May 18, 1915.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
that he has been duly appointed ad
ministrator with the will annexed of
the estate of Sylvinia Wells late of
Madrid in the County of Franklin,
deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having de
mands against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present
the
same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
William H. Wilbur.
May 18, 1915.
N O T IC E .

The subscriber hereby gives notice
that he has been duly appointed ex 
ecutor of the last will and testament
d William L. Dunham late of Madrid
in the County of Franklin, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs.
M persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immed
iately.
James Morrison.
May 18, 1915.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
l,;at he has been duly appointed ex«Ctttor of the last will and testament
Andrew Keen© late of Madrid in
County of Franklin, deceased, an
bonds as the law directs.
A ll
^rsong having demands against the
estate of gajd deceased are desired
,!) Present the same for settlement,
an<) all indebted thereto hre requestf(i to make payment immediately.
Fred G. Newton.
toy 18, 1915.
NOTICE.
1 hereby warn and forbid all perSQDs from harboring or trusting toy
"’fe, Alma E. Grover on my account,
as I shall pay no bills of her conr
tacting after thdis date.
Marshall E. Grover.
iv°®. Me., May 20, 1915.
lUSBCRlBE
woods .

NOW
FOR
M A IN E
$ 1.50 a y e a r .
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“ Going! Going—where?”
“Why, to this here Memorial week
reunion they’ve asked you for.”
“1—I’m—” his eyes wandered over
his flimsy, faded clothes.
“I’m not
fit.’
"You bet you’re going,” slapped
down Shelby. “Don’t you want to
go?”
He had selected and rejected half
a dozen suits before he got Ripton's
reply. “ They would be—my own kind
—once mote.*'
His glance wandered to the glasses
and^bottles. “They don’t know. Each
time I've pleaded illness or business.
I shouldn’t want them to know. D’you
s’pose I could?”
Their eyes met doubtfully. “It
would be a week.” Shelby was less
jubilant. “But see here, Bill,” sum
moning all his own buoyancy and en
thusiasm, “you can, and you must, and
you shall.”
Ripton caught up the air of unsuc
cess that had partially slipped from
him. “A week’s a long time—for me.”
A thought loosed again the drab dra
pery. “ Shelby, d’s’pose,” lowering his
voice, “ she’d be there? She married
one of the boys.”
“Who? Oh! the belle? She of the
slim waist and the slimmer ankles?”
“George,” said Ripton, in his voice
a touch of gentle dignity new to his
friend, “we’ll just not mention—her
ankles.
They don’t — among my
kind.”
Shelby burled his amusement and
his smart, to follow eagerly in the
wake of this chance straw. “ She’ll be
there. The women are great on re
unions.
Bet you’ll find her on the
train.” He rose. “Oh, you're going
all right, old man. See you tomorrow
about fixing you out.” ’
* * * * *
*
*
As they walked the platform, wait
ing for the train to pull in, his quiet
suit and plain tie according well with
his iron-gray hair, Ripton looked the
part of a prosperous country gentleman, albeit one with a touch of sport
ing blood, as was evidenced in the gay
border of his handkerchief. Not his
the nervousness and the uncertainty,
FJis bearing was dignified, his tread
firm, and more noticeably accented on
the right foot, as became one who was
going back to keep step with “the
boys.” Back farther yet, to things inherited and conventional.
Shelby, who, for the last few weeks,
had in turn steadied him, sobered him,
cajoled, flattered, browbeat and inspired him, poured every ounce of his
own vigorous %-ill into the other’s
vacillating temperament, found him
self undistanced, unable to approach
this quiet, self-contained man by
whose side he trotted, and was dimly
aware that the change was inward ds
well as outward. His last words_of

“ Shelby, W e ’re None of Us— Derelicts
— Because W e Set Out to Be— or
Because W e W a n t to Be.”

on his 200 pounds. “What you got
there, Bill?”
“ Warm for April,” agreed Ripton,
hastily shoving into his pocket a |
square white envelope. His drooping,
shy defenselessness suggested failure,
and glasses stood on the table.
“ Takes the ginger—out of a man—
to climb a bill—summer weather—
winter clothes.”
“ Billy,” he finally continued, teeter
ing back his chair, “how about that
letter you chucked when you saw me
coming?
Looks aristocratic, some
how.
Society editor short o’ ma
terial?”
“ Look! There He Is!” She Cried.
The older man flushed and smiled
counsel
and pleading clove fo his
sheepishly
under
the
raillery.
“ They’re not inviting me now.” In tongue as he gazed helplessly at his
Perplexity wrote)
the rebound of the admission he drew own handiwork.
himself up into a semblance of mili her beady sign across his forehead.
tary dignity. “ Young man,” he said He could only rasp out, as be helped
sternly, “ time was when I danced with his friend mount the steps: “Not a
drop, not a drop, mind.”
the belle of them all.”
Understanding what the other would
Shelby nodded briefly.
do
for him, Ripton wrung his fat
“ And a more slender waist, or a
clammy hand and, as the train pulled
trimmer foot— ” he Hopped under the
out, carefully replaced the gay hand
other’s curious gaze. “ Shelby, we’re
kerchief with a Avhite one, its ‘R’ fas
none of us—derelicts—because we set
tidiously
arranged to vieAv.
out to be—or because we want to be.”
Three days passed. Thursday Shelby
The weak, loose mouth, the hand
shaking in-its effort to steady a news surreptitiously hung around the sta
paper turned Shelby away in pity. tion. Friday he met the trains openly
Striking out at random, in kindly ab and took the bar-room crowd into his
“Bet Bill’s full,” they
sence of his former chaff, he coaxed: confidence.
sniggered,
“of
the spirit of ’61.”
“ What Is the letter, Billy? Can’t I
* * * * *
*
•
help?”
Martial sounds hurried him to the
“ No. It’s—nothing. Just a little
main street. There they came—a big
fun the boys are planning.
flag leading, another down the line,
“ W ell?’
“ I mean— the boys— my boys. Com the beginning and the end of all Me
morial days. Two rode in front, the
pany B !”
horse of one refractorily impatient of
“ You—in command?”
“ Yes.”
Years concentrated their the band’s big, booming drum; the
bitterness in that word. He handed little girls, clad in white and bearing
wreathes; the local boys’ brigade; the
over the letter.
“ Now, do you know, they never told long line of carriages, noticeably few
er than last May, with their precious,
me that.”
“ And you never guessed? Oh, I sad remnants; the young men of the
know I’ve pretty well concealed it. Spanish Avar; the bands; and, in the
Even my walk’s mellowed now.’ The rear, as in the van, the flag whose
crunch of tho paper in his hand ac stars had been kept intact.
Shelby scanned the faces in the car
cented his crackling mirthlessness.
' It roused Shelby to sudden deter riages; once in sudden hope because
mination. “See here, you’re going.” of a wave of the hand. It was aa-
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A Bit of Advice

swered by a slip of a girl beside him
whose feet kept time on the curb. He
turned away from the last carriage in
sharp disappointment. Ripton’s fail First— Don’t Delay.
Second— Don’t
ure dragged him down a little, and
Experiment.
all that gaping crowd; even the young
thing beside him whose skirts the
If yo.u suffer from backache; head
skirtling wind blew back from slen
der ankles. It shook out over their aches or dizzy spells; if you rest
heads, the passing flag.
poorly and are Languid in the morn
“Look! There he is !” she cried.
ing; if the kidney secretions
are
An iron-gray man in quiet suit and ! irregular and unnatural in appear
plain tie, the feet within his dusty ance, do apt delay. In such cases
shoes marking time despite their the kidneys often need help.
weary lag; his face drawn in a suf
Doan’s Kidney Pillls are especially
fering beyond weariness or weight of
flag-pole; but about his mouth the prepared for kidney trouble. They
look of the grandfather who fought are recommended by thousands. Can
under Perry, and of the ancestor who Phillips residents desire more con
fell on Lexington Common one April vincing proof of their effectiveness
morning; his eyes full of the spirit than the statement of a Phillip® citi
of ’61.
zen who has used them and willing
Shelby beamed on the girl, her ly testifies to their Avorth? “ About
own pride glowing his heart.
ten years ago I had rheumatic pains
“ Mother knew him,” she explained
shyly, glancing at her black frock, and I suffered a great deal,” says
“and father—that was he who waved j John A. Fraser, of Phillips. “ The
—father and I found him on the train. pains were in my back and limbs
He wanted to go back three days and sometimes I thought I could not
The secretions from
ago. But we asked him to carry the ' endure them.
flag.“
my kidneys were in bad shape. I
tried many ways to get relief, but
nothing helped me until I got Doan’s
Kidney Pills at Cragin’s Drug Store
(now Preble’s Drug Store), and be
gan using them.
It didn’t take them
May 31.
long to rid me of the trouble.”
There was a. very heavy wind here Price 50^, at all dealers. Don’t simp
for three days the past week, blow ly ask for a kidney remedy—1-get
ing down trees and telephone poles. Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
Allen McPibeairson had a cow killed Mr. Fraser had.
Foster-Milburn Co.,
by a tree falling on her.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
R. H. Preble,
Mr. and Mrs. George Fountain have Phillips, Me.
moved part of their household goods j
down river.
They are going toi
daughter, Louise of Albion, recently
Saleim to stay a while, until they
Adsited Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sylvester.
find a farm to buy.
Master Hugh
Sylvester returned
!
Miss Margaret Fotter of Stratton
!
home with them.
They came by
i has gone to Big Island Camps to auto.
work.
| Miss Georgia Smart has gone to
TAYLOR HILL
Chain of Ponds to teach school at
j the Farm.
Her brother, Lloyd is
■going to school there too.
June 1.
! Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Viles
of
Charles Dickey spent Sunday at his
Green’s cottage at Porter lake, and he also
j Skowhegan came in Mr.
Mrs. Green landed two fine togue, one of them
1auto one day last week.
;
stopped with her sister, Mrs. E. A. Aveighing 11 y2 pounds and the other
|Gordon a few days and the rest of 8V2 pounds.
1the party Avent to the Jim Pond i Mr. and Mrs. Phil Stubbis
Avere
; Camps.
Mrs. Etta Viles of Flagstaff callers at Taylor Hill Sunday.
Arthur Furbish and Mrs. Rosa Cow
and Edytli Eam.es of Flagstaff have
an of Freeman visited Mrs.
Cow
gone up there to work.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Lockyer and a r’s daughter, Mr. and Mrs. S. D.
baby of Berlin N. H., are visiting the Fuller, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ramsdell Avere
former's parents, Mr.
and
Mrs.
callers in New Vineyard Sunday.
William Lockyer.
j Will Robinson has gone to Big
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Smith were
callers at S. D, Fuller’s Sunday.
Island to work.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Herbert DingLey
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Miller of Mad
of West Farmington visited
Mrs.
ison are \isiting relati\res in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gordon and Dingley’s mother, Mrs. Addie Vau
son, Glen and Mrs. Cecil Blanchard ghan, who is very sick.
visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon Sunday,
Origin of the Slavs.
May 30.
The Slavs belong to the “ Indo-Eu
Mrs. Warren Dyer and daughter,
ropean” race, although it is a ques
Esther are visiting the former’s par
tion these days as to whether the
ents, M>r. and Mrs. Charles Ricker.
Aryans, as the race is sometimes
The Fuller party from Pawtucket, called, had their original home in
R. I., are stopping at “ The
Sar Asia (around the Caspian) or in Eu
rope. At any rate, the Slavs appear
gent.”
Harold Tague is Avorking for Syl in Europe contemporaneously Avith the
other Indo-European families to which
vester Brothers.
they are related.
Mr. and Mrs. Dell Stratton
and

EUSTIS

j

N E U R A L G IA P A IN S S T O P P E D

You don’t need to suffer those ag
onizing nerve pains in the face, head,
arm, shoulders, chest and back. Just
apply a few drops of soothing Sloan’e
Liniment; lie quietly a feAv minutes.
You wild get such relief and comfort!
Life and the world will look brighter.
IGet a bottle to-day.
3 ounces for
25<h, at all Druggists.
Penetrates
without nibbing.

Only A

FeAv Can Go.

Those who do not have to con
sider expense are now going to health
resorts to get rid of impurities in
the system that cause rheumatism,
backache, aching joints and painful
muscles.
If you cannot go, yet feel
you need relief from pain and misery
get Foley Kidney Pills.
They re
store the kidneys to activity ■ and
make you feel Avell and strong. R.
H. Preble.

M A IN E
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

P H IL U P S ,
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Carroll Noyes made a trip to Swift
River Monday and found pretty good
fishing, but the fishermen were about
as plentiful as the fish.
Mr. and Mors. Percy Roberts of
Rumford visited relatives in Madrid
ard Phillips the first of the week.
Fred Mottram of Lowell, - Mass.,
came to Phillips Saturday for the
purpose of running hi§ steamer car
back, AVliich he left in Phillips on his
removal to Lowell.
Alzie Rollins
and Lamont Bean did some repair
ing and got it into Shape for the
trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson and son
of Skowhegan were the guests
of
Miss C.ora Wheeler and mother for
two days last week, corning by auto.

Mrs. Merle Tarr of Portland was
Mrs. S. L. Twombly and Mrs. C.
Nell Parker will have hath room fix the guest for a day last week of
Mrs. Howard Toothaker, who is visit
tures installed very soon.
Miss Edith Hunter visited friends ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
in Portland for a few days last week. Davenport. •
Among the nominations by the Gov
Mr. L. G. Voter, who lias
been
quite ill recently with a severe cold ernor recently was that of N. P.
was able to attend the services on Noble as justice of the peace.
Frank W. Butler, esq., of FarmingMemorial Day, but suffered an i'll
turn while iin the hall and was taken ton delivered thb Memorial address
to bis home and Dr. E. B. Currier at Livermore Falls.
called.
Mr. Voter has not entirely
Mr. and Mrs. Jrving Pottle of Port
regained his strength from his prev- land have been passing a few days
ious illness, and the attack was caused recently with Mrs. Hattie Leadbetter
from apparent weakness and ov e rjjQ Lewiston.
exertion, but we are pleased to re-j At the annual meeting of Colonial
Abel Bunnell and son, Claris and
port that he is now better.
Da light ers, Chapter D. A. R. held Harold Beedy took a trip to Saddle
N. H. Harnden is wiring the resi- last week, Mrs. A. M. Greenwood back fishing, Monday.
dence of J. If. Byron for electricity,
Farmington was elected Regent of
Miss Mattie Bunnell, who is work
We are glad to report the condi the chapter.
ing in Strong was in town Memorial
Henry Jensen went to Rangeley Day.
tion T Mr. Ira Davenport much im
last week where he will be employ guests of Mrs. Russell’s sister, Mrs.
proved.
Mrs. Harriet Voter of Farmington ed at the camps of F. E. Timberlake. Isabel of Rangeley have been the
Mr. and Mrs. Abel Holt, Floyd Hoi guestso f Mrs. Russell’s sister, Mrs.
was the guest of her son, Elmer Vot
er and family over the week-end and Miss June Simmons and Mjss Annie Edward Greenwood and daughter,
Stoehr autoed to Phillips Sunday and Miss Emma Russell.
Memorial Day.
until
Mrs. F. S. Haley entertained the Avere guests at E. V. Holt’s
Mrs. Alfred Sparks of Rumford was
1913 Club Friday afternoon of last Monday.
the guest of her father, Mr. Rand
Mrs. George Wheeler of Farming- Harden Memorial Day.
week.
Refreshments were served.
The many friends of Dr. C. W. Tag ton and son George of Portland and
gart of Winthrop were pleased to Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Greenwood of
see him in Phillips Memorial Da.y, Farmington were in Phillips Sunday
a usual making his annual trip. The afternoon by auto.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bean, Mr. S.
Doctor came by auto.
Commencement honors of Bates D. McKenney and Mr. and Mrs.
College were announced last
week William Best were the guests of Mrs.
What the housekeeper needs for
by President George C. Chase. Miss Mabel Hoyt and family this week.
|the coming hot weather is one of
Next Sunday at 2.00 p. m., memor Ithose New Perfection Oil cook stoves
Helen Hilton received an honor in
ial services for the Odd Fellows and at the Phillips Hardware Co.’s, with
the philosophy group.
Friday evening of this week will Rebekahs will be held in Odd Fel Ieither two or three burners. Every
occur the tenth wedding anniversary low’s hall, and both orders are re thing possible on these stoves and
oi Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Wing quested and cordially invited to at saves heating the bouse. No house
Newell
R. wife can afford to be Avithout one.
and they have extended a cordial tend these services.
invitation to their friends to meet Knowlton of Farmington, past dis
trict deputy, will give the address.
with them on this occasion.
Don’t forget that A. G. Cronkhite,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Jackson of Far the jeweler, has anything you may
Donald Foss of Farmington
has
moved his family into the
house mington passed through Phillips Sat ; Aviish in handsome and practical gifts
owned by B. Frank Beal below the urday on their way to Madrid for a ! for the sweet girl graduate.
If he
village.
Mr. Foss is employed by visit with relatives.
has not what you want in stock he
Mrs. E. L. Matthews and little will get it for you.
the International Mfg. Co.
Mrs. Ed. Whorff left for Rangeley daughter, Pauline of Rumford visited
this week, Avliere she will be em- j Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Harnden and
A hammock is what you need to
ployed at the Frye camp on Moose-| other relatives this week,
complete the perfect comfort of your
lookmeguntic lake this summer.
j Revalo Warren, Ardine Kinney and porch.
C. F. Cham r & Son have
them and also in the couch style.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

The Sedgeley Store
RAIN COATS
L adies’ Rain Capes
Children’ s Rain Coats

$3.00 and $5.00

SKIRTS
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
$1.00, $1.25 $150

Serge Skirts
Wash Skirts, white and colored

WAISTS
$1.00 and $125

W hite and colored Shirt W aists

MIDDY BLOUSES
Middy Blouses, sizes 12 to 20

/

$ 1.00

, DRESSES

L adies’ Lawn Dresses
Children’s Gingham Dresses
Ladies’ House Dresses
Ladies’ W rappers

$5.00
50c and $ 1.00
$1.00 and $1.50
$1,50 j
$ 1.00

KIMONAS
Kimonas
Kimona Aprons

50c
50c

HOSIERY
Silk Hose
Shaw-Knit
Burson
Gordon
Economy, 2 pair
Middlesex, fo r men, 2 pair
Children’s hose, 2 pair

25c, 50c and $1.00
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c

-U N DERW EAR
Ladies’
Ladies’
Ladies’
Ladies’

25c 1
25c
25c
50c

Vests, all styles
Vests, 2 for
Knit Pants
Union Suits

GLOVES
Kid,Twhite, black, tan, biow n , gray
Silk
Cotton, sizes 7 to 9

$1.00 and $1.50
50c
25c 1

SHOES
$2.00 and $3.0(1
$2.00 and $3.00
$400
$1.75

Ladies’ black rubber soled Oxford
Ladies’ tan rubber soled Oxford
Men’ s black and tan rubber soled Oxford
C. M. Hoyt has a fine stock of
Ladies’ house shoes, “ Crumbs o f C om fort”
bath towels, prices 25 and 50 cents.

Fine lot of cucumbers, lettuce and
strawberries at the store of George
Bean.

SUITS FOR

GRADUATION
ready to wear or tailored to your
measure.
We have blue serge
suits for boys, youths and men.
Other suits in plaids, greys,
browns and pretty mixtures.
Arrow shirts and collars. Hath
away shirts, Monarch shirts.
Wunderhose, Shawknit hose.
Underwear in all grades.
R u b b e r soled shoes, tennis
shoes, belts.
Gloves, ties, umbrellas.

You can find a good meal threa
times a day at the Home Bakery. All
kinds of pies, cakes, etc., constant
ly on hand.
If you are going on a journey D.
F. Hoyt can furnish you with a good
trunk, bag or suit case.
Don’t forget to order those cab
bage and tomato plants at Toothakex’s.

Store

. HOYT,
N o . 5 , B e a l B lo c k ,

P h illip s , M e .

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry

Oxfords and Pumps.
$3.00
TENNIS, 50c, 60c, $1.00, $1.15, $1.25.
ButtericK

Patterns

in

Stock

e . M. HO YT,

$ 1. 00.

N o . 2, B e a l B l o c k , P h i l l i p s , M e .

F a r m e r s ’ Tel,

NOTICE

NOTICE

A new line* o f Arm our’s V eribest Brand Dried Beef, Roast
Beef,
Corned Beef, Ox Tongue, Lunch Tongue, Veal Loaf, Chicken
I am at your service with an
Loaf,
Deviled
Meats, Vienna Sausage and Boned Chicken at
, up-to-date equipment fo r making
a thorough examination o f the I
refractive and muscular condi
tions o f the eyes.

T O O T H A K E R ’S C A S H STORE

F R A N K F. GRAVES,
Registered Optometrist
New Sharon Maine

Rates o f interest on the

C lo th in g

Virginia Temple

The Sedgeley store has a
few
children’s hats left at 50 cents and

4 Per Cent Interest

At The

FOR FIT AND WEAR g

best grade of bunds and
\ 10tes are higher than they

have averaged for the past
ten years. This in turn
enables this bank to pay
more interest to its depos
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will
be paid on Savings Depart
ment Accounts.

Open Saturday Evenings.

Phillips National Bank;
PHILLIPS, - MAINE

¡!w STRAW BERRIES

t
I

Wanted

Í

CUKES
LETTUCE

P E E L E D SPRUCE FIR

AND

POPLAR

Oranges and Bananas

;h om e"c a n n e d
= Mustard Pickles
Sour Pickles

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.

HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

Maine

all at

I D

E A N

E

Phillips,

High Grade
Me. à

Charley’s Compliment.

Little Charley was saying good*
night. After kissing his grandmother,
uncle ajid father, he came to his mam
ma. “ Why do you kiss me last?” she
said. “ Oh, well,” said the little fel
low, “ you see I don’t want your kiss
to come off.”

Watch Repairing
WE D O A LOT
BECAUSE
WE D O IT WELL

A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS, ME.

